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ABSTRACT 
 
The overall goal of the thesis project is to develop a process for thermal and mechanical 
modelling of the screw-driven pellets extrusion process, and applying the model results to design 
extruder temperature and flow rate controllers. 
 
The proposed extruder is designed for metal 3D printing. The device demonstrates great 
potential in tackling some of the major issues faced by the metal additive manufacturing 
community. It eliminates the use of metal powder for workplace and workers safety. It is able to 
produce end-use parts with industrial grade mechanical and microstructural properties. It utilizes 
low cost metal-loaded polymer pellets as feedstock. However, the application is only possible 
when the extruder has an accurate and responsive control system. 
 
Design of the extruder controller depends on a thorough understanding of the extrusion 
process. While a variety of polymer extrusion models exist in literature, most of them 
approximate the feedstock as a Newtonian fluid and make simplified assumptions about the 
pressure and temperature profile of the feedstock. The accuracy of the results are not sufficient 
for 3D printer control. Even less literature exists studying the extrusion process of metal 
injection molding machines, as an accurate flow control is not necessary for injection molding 
processes. To fill the gap in literature, the objectives of the thesis involve developing a heat 
transfer and a flow rate model that realistically characterize the screw-based extrusion process, 
and applying the models to design a comprehensive extruder temperature and flow rate control 
system. The models are validated with the existing extruder prototype and PLA feedstock pellets. 
While the model details might be different for different materials and extruder geometries, the 
modelling process should be universally applicable to all kinds of feedstock, including 
metal-loaded polymer pellets. 
 
A heat transfer model is proposed for the extruder prototype using a finite volume 
method. The goal of the model is to simulate the extruder and the feedstock temperature 
distribution given the heating and cooling system input. The model divides the extruder and the 
feedstock into 36 different control volumes. Conservation of energy and multi-node heat transfer 
equations are used to simulate the heat transfer between each control volume. The model is able 
to predict the extruder and the feedstock temperatures within 5°C compared to the experiment 
data. The model can be used to optimize the heater and cooling water input to provide an ideal 
thermal processing condition for the feedstock. A steady state output mass flow rate model is 
developed based on a simplified polymer extrusion model from literature. It incorporates a shear 
rate dependent polymer viscosity model and a calibrated feedstock pressure profile to increase  
ⅷ 
model accuracy. The feedstock temperature distribution simulated in the heat transfer model is 
used to calculate various temperature dependent material properties. The model yields a 
logarithmic-like relationship between output mass flow rate and screw rotation speed. It reduces 
the error in the original simplified model by more than 50%. A post flow model is developed 
upon the steady state flow rate model results. The process utilizes a polymer compressibility 
model and the calculated extruder operating pressures to predict the amount of leaked extrudate 
after the screw stops rotating. A controller is proposed to add screw retraction at the end of each 
extrusion to eliminate post flow. It reduces the amount of leaked extrudate by more than 90%, as 
shown in the experiment. Finally a dynamic output mass flow rate model is presented. A 
first-order approximation is used to model the dynamic response of output flow rate with respect 
to change of screw rotation speeds. Results from both the steady state flow rate model and 
experiments are used to determine the constants within the dynamic model. A proportional 
controller is proposed to dynamically control the output mass flow rate. Further experiments 
need to be performed to design and validate the controller. 
 
The thesis is successful in developing a process for modelling and controlling desktop 
screw extruder. The post flow model and the dynamic flow rate model provide valuable insights 
on how to accurately control the extruder output for 3D printing applications. In the future, the 
modelling process can be applied to feedstock materials, and serve as a general guidelines for 
future screw extruder design. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Background 
 
Since the first consumer home 3D printer, the RepRap, was introduced in 2009, the 3D 
printer market has been growing steadily ever since. According to a report by Deloitte, the global 
3D printing revenues went from less than US$1 billion in 2009 to US$2.2 billion in 2017, and is 
projected to surpass US$3.1 billion in 2020, as shown in Fig 1 [1]. One of the main driving 
factors of market growth is the development and optimization of technologies. The build quality 
and build time of polymer printing methods, including Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), 
Stereolithography (SLA) and Digital Light Processing (DLP), have been consistently improved 
for the past few years. The metal printing techniques, such as Direct Metal Laser Sintering 
(DMLS), Electronic Beam Melting (EBM) and Binder Jetting, have also been developed and 
released to the market. The perfection and increased variety of technologies expand the list of 
available printing materials to more than double what it was in 2009. Besides regular 
thermoplastics such as PLA, ABS, PETG and PC, it is possible now to print soft polymers like 
TPE, water soluble material like PVA and mixed material like carbon fiber reinforced polymer 
[2]. Metal printers could also work with a wide range of metal powders from aluminum to 
stainless steel and other alloys. The improvement of part quality and expansion of material 
choice really broaden the applications of 3D printing, as it finally has the capability to move 
from rapid prototyping towards end-use parts. To date, both polymer and metal 3D printing are 
widely used in product prototyping, manufacturing tooling, automotive and aerospace parts and 
medical implants and devices. 3D printer’s ability to produce complex and customized parts at a 
relative low cost can largely reduce turnaround time and improve productivity of business.  
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Fig.1 Global 3D printing revenues among large public companies, US$ billion, 2014-2020 [1] 
 
The growth rate of global 3D printing revenues in 2017, 12.5%, more than doubles what 
it was in 2016, 5.1% [1]. Increased range of materials, especially metal, is one of the main 
contributors to the rise. Between 2017 to 2018, according to a 3D printing industry survey, the 
use of plastics decreased from 88% to 65% of the businesses, while the use of metal increased 
from 28% to 36% [3]. At this growing rate, although plastics was still the most common 
material, it is possible that the use of metal will surpass plastics and be present in more than half 
of the 3D printing users as early as 2020 or 2021. 
 
The majority of the metal 3D printers in the market utilize DMLS or EBM with powder 
bed, powder feed or wire feed system. In both processes, the laser or electron beam sinters the 
powdered metal together without melting them completely. These techniques are slow, 
expensive and only work with limited types of metal and alloys. A faster and cheaper metal 3D 
printing technology, Binder Jetting, has also been developed. It applies liquid bonding agent onto 
thin layers of metal powder to build up the part one layer at a time. All three metal additive 
manufacturing technologies follow a unique thermal cycle during printing - rapid melting due to 
high energy density, rapid solidification due to small melt pool size, and simultaneous melting of 
top powder layer and underlying solidified layer [4]. Residual stresses caused by these unique 
thermal cycles would generate part distortion, which deteriorate the functionality of the end-use 
parts. Additionally, all three processes require powder-form feedstock material. Typical metal 
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powders used are spherical in shape and under 100 microns in diameter. Purchasing and handling 
of metal powders at this size are challenging due to several reasons: 
● Consistently spherical metal powders are difficult and expensive to manufacture.  
● Metal at this size are prone to fire and explosion [5]. Considering that these machines are 
mostly placed in closed space laboratories, factories or even military bases, this raises 
serious workplace safety concerns and requires precautions taken against fire and 
explosion. 
● Long term inhalation and contact with these fine particles could also cause health 
problems. Cancer, heavy metal poisoning, lung problems and skin irritation are all 
documented issues with powdered metals [6]. 
 
Metal injection molding based 3D printers using metal infused filament and rods as 
feedstock have been developed to resolve the safety concerns of using metal powder. However, 
the filament and rods have their limitations. Markforged Metal X utilizes a method called 
Atomic Diffusion Additive Manufacturing, in which metal infused traditional filament are 
extruded like a FDM machine [7]. The filament cannot have a high powder loading ratio or it 
becomes too brittle to spool. This limits the density and quality of end-use parts. Desktop Metal 
Studio System utilizes a patented technology called Bound Metal Deposition [8]. Short bound 
metal rods - metal powder held together by wax and polymer binder - are fed, heated and 
extruded piece by piece. These rods require a complex, custom and expensive supply chain. The 
material cost is much higher compared to filament and pellets. 
 
In conclusion, a metal 3D printer that fulfills the following requirements is needed to 
improve the quality and accessibility of metal 3D printing. 
● Control of residual stresses during printing process. 
● Eliminate the use of metal powder for workplace and workers safety. 
● Utilize feedstock material with higher loading ratio than metal infused filament, 
and be able to produce end-use parts with industrial grade mechanical and 
microstructural properties after sintering. 
● Reduce material and supply chain cost to normal FDM printers level. 
The development of this type of printer will create more application spaces for metal 3D 
printing, and significantly expand the market. 
 
1.1.1. Problem Statement 
 
A new type of extruder is proposed to tackle the major challenges faced by the metal 3D 
printing community. The basic mechanism of the proposed extruder resembles the metal and 
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polymer injection molding machines. Metal-loaded polymer pellets are transported from the 
hopper to the heating zone and eventually extruded out of the nozzle via a screw. As shown in 
Fig 2, the system consists of key components such as motor, screw, torque limiter, barrel, 
cooling jacket and heaters. Torque limiter restricts the amount of torque acting on the screw and 
protects the system from catastrophic mechanical failure. With a water-cooling jacket and six 
12V 40W cartridge heaters, the barrel is divided into two temperature zones so that pellets would 
only melt in the heating zone. A prototype has been built. The entire extruder plus printing 
platform fit within a desktop size frame.  
 
 
Fig.2 Layout of current screw-based extruder prototype 
 
The advantage of a metal injection molding based metal 3D printer is that polymer will 
be removed before sintering - in the debinding step. Residual stresses accumulated during 
printing are not going to affect the mechanical and microstructure properties of the final part 
unless the polymer warps severely enough to distort the entire structure before debinding. During 
sintering, residual stresses will not be a problem because the part is heated evenly across the 
surface, unlike the unique thermal cycles in DMLS and EBM process. Conventional metal 
powders are replaced with metal-loaded polymer pellets, which solves the safety problems 
caused by presence of loose powders in closed workplaces. The feedstock can have much higher 
loading ratios than metal infused filament, because brittle failure could hardly happen to loaded 
polymer pellets. Compared to bound metal rods with accurate and precise dimensions 
requirement, pellets are much easier and less expensive to manufacture. There are already loaded 
polymer pellets manufacturers in the market, which means establishment of a custom supply 
chain is not necessary. Last but not least, the compact size of the printer makes it easily portable 
and reparable. By improving part quality, reducing operational cost and increasing device safety, 
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mobility and reparability, the proposed extruder makes metal 3D printing significantly more 
accessible. From military operations down to fashion designers, it would open up a lot more 
application spaces for metal additive manufacturing.  
 
Despite its similarity to injection molding, the proposed extruder is more complicated in 
nature, due to reduced size and more controls requirement. The system will need to provide 
enough torque to drive and extrude the loaded polymer while protecting the components, 
especially the screw, from any mechanical failure. The system will need to melt the loaded 
polymer only in the melt zone while keeping the rest of the barrel below glass transition 
temperature. Because polymer melting prematurely will increase load on the screw and burn the 
feedstock. The system will need to operate continuously at set output rate while maintaining 
consistent output characteristics. The system output rate will need to be dynamically controlled 
for different printing needs. To ensure the quality, consistency and reproducibility of the 
proposed screw-based metal 3D printer, a real-time and closed-loop sensing and process controls 
system is required. The design of the control system depends on an accurate characterization of 
the polymer extrusion process. Thus the overall goal of the thesis project is to establish a process 
for thermal and mechanical modelling of the screw-driven extrusion process of any feedstock 
pellets. The models will be further used to:  
● Optimize the mechanical and control system design of a metal injection molding based 
screw-driven 3D printer. The development of this type of printer would address a lot of 
common challenges faced by metal additive manufacturing community. 
● Expand the current literature on small-scale screw-driven extrusion. 
● Guide future small-scale screw extruder design. 
 
1.1.2. Previous Work 
 
From work by recent graduates Sam Pratt, Paden Troxell and me, a screw-based mini 
extruder prototype has been designed and built. The goal is to eventually transform it into a 3D 
printer that can print with metal-loaded polymer pellets. It successfully extruded PLA pellets 
during testing. The design process was carried on mostly by experience, as well as trial and error. 
There is minimum work done on developing a holistic model for the extruder. Lack of modelling 
results in having limited control over the input and output of the device. The temperature and 
output flow rate of the polymer remain unknown and uncontrollable, which makes it impossible 
to progress from extruding to printing. A thermal-mechanical model and a dynamic controller for 
the screw extrusion process is required for taking the next step into screw extrusion based 3D 
printing. 
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1.1.3. Goals and Significance 
 
From the review of literature, the feedstock, cavity filling, debinding and sintering of 
metal injection molding are relatively well studied [9]-[14]. However, there is a significant gap 
in understanding the mechanics and heat transfer of the screw-driven powder-binder mixture 
extrusion process. It is not important for metal injection molding because of minimal 
requirement on controls of extrusion, yet it is critical for the design of the proposed device. An 
accurate model would not only allow better control of the output flow characteristics, which is a 
key factor in part quality, but also reduce the empirical tuning of the extruder design. 
 
The basic mechanical model of general polymer screw extrusion exists in literature 
[18]-[21], which treats the polymer flow as a Newtonian fluid and the screw extruder as a 
positive displacement pump. It could serve as a preliminary model to demonstrate general effects 
of varying different process parameters on extruder performance. However, due to the 
customized design of the proposed extruder and the nature of the feedstock - non-Newtonian 
fluids with a shear rate dependent viscosity - these models are far from accurate. For a more 
advanced extrusion model and simulation, the design of a specific extruder and viscosity and 
compressibility of material must be taken into consideration. 
 
The goal of this thesis is to establish a process for thermal and mechanical modelling of 
the screw-driven pellets extrusion. Although the models involve material dependent parameters, 
the general process can be applied to all feedstock materials. Research is performed on what 
processing parameters are important for the screw-based metal 3D printer, how those parameters 
affect performance of the extruder, and how those parameters are modelled and controlled. The 
thesis culminates in developing a thermal-mechanical model and a dynamic flow rate controller 
for PLA pellet extrusion on an existing prototype. In the future, the same process may be applied 
to other materials including metal-loaded polymer pellets for metal additive manufacturing.  
 
The resulting model will be used to optimize extruder design, and to form a more 
accurate and responsive control system for the device. The development of the screw-based 
metal 3D printer addresses some of the most important challenges faced by the metal additive 
manufacturing community, and will create new application spaces for metal 3D printing. The 
model will also expand the literature on large- and small-scale screw-driven metal extrusion 
processes. Furthermore, the model can serve as a future guideline on structure and controls 
design of screw-based metal extruder. 
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1.1.4. Specific Objectives and Methods 
 
To achieve the project goal, the work is divided into four processes that address the 
temperature and flow rate control of the extruder. An overview of the modelling approach is 
presented in Fig 3. Each process is designed to characterize an individual aspect of the extrusion 
process, while the results are interdependent. Temperature control is the first step to successful 
screw extrusion. A heat transfer model is required to simulate the extruder and feedstock 
temperature distribution under given heater input and cooling water flow rate. The obtained 
feedstock temperature distribution will be used to calculate temperature dependent material 
properties in the steady state output mass flow rate model. The results from the steady state 
model, extruder operating temperature and steady state flow rate under different screw rotation 
speeds, will be applied to develop a post flow model and a dynamic output mass flow rate model. 
In the end, a dynamic flow rate controller will be designed based on the post flow and the 
dynamic output mass flow rate model. Note that the models introduced are developed 
specifically for the presented extruder/feedstock combination, as there are material and geometry 
dependent parameters. However, the processes can be applied to any other extruders and 
feedstock materials. The specific objectives are introduced below. 
 
 
Fig.3 An overview of the modelling approach 
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Objective 1: ​Develop a process to model the heat transfer and temperature distribution of 
the extruder and the feedstock. 
 
Methods: ​The heat transfer of the device will be modeled through a finite volume 
method. The extruder and the feedstock are divided into different zones based on geometry and 
material. The transient heat transfer model consists of analytical equations deriving from 
conservation of energy and multi-node heat transfer. The model is able to predict temperatures of 
different parts of the barrel and polymer melting profile based on provided heater and cooling 
jacket input. The model results will be compared with COMSOL analysis and experiment data. 
The process can be applied to any other extruder/feedstock combination by changing the material 
properties and extruder geometries used. 
 
Objective 2: ​Develop a process to model the steady state output mass flow rate for the 
screw-driven extrusion process. 
 
Methods: ​The steady state flow rate model is constructed based on the Navier-Stokes 
equation. It approximates polymer flow between screw and barrel as flow between parallel 
plates. The model predicts the steady state output mass flow rate and operating pressure of the 
extruder based on temperature profile of feedstock, extruder geometry, screw rotation speed and 
material viscosity. A post flow model is built upon the operating pressure predictions and 
material compressibility. Control suggestions are made to eliminate the post flow after screw 
stops. 
 
Objective 3: ​Develop a process to model the dynamic mass flow rate for the screw-driven 
extrusion process. 
 
Methods: ​The dynamic response of output mass flow rate respect to change of screw 
rotation speed is modeled as a first order system. The time constant is determined through 
experiment data. 
 
Objective 4: ​Develop a process to design a comprehensive control system to accurately 
and precisely control the extruder output. 
 
Methods: ​Due to the nature of screw extrusion, variations in output flow rate is inevitable 
even at steady state. A proportional controller is explored first. The steady state error of the 
proportional controller is compared with the natural variations of output mass flow rate to 
determine if an integral or a derivative controller is necessary. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The perfection of the technique depends on a clear understanding of the overall process, 
including material characteristics, extrusion, layering, debinding, sintering, etc. As shown in Fig 
4, literature in three related areas - metal injection molding, general screw extrusion and metal 
3D printing - has been explored. In each area, technical findings are organized based on 
procedure steps. For the areas containing abundant literature, they are labeled with (Y); and for 
the areas where a literature gap exists, they are labeled with (N). Metal injection molding is the 
most focused area because of its similarity to the proposed extruder. However, there is a lack of 
literature in injection molding about the modelling of powder-binder mixture extrusion 
processes. Even in polymer extrusion, the common practice is to approximate the polymer flow 
as a Newtonian fluid and the extruder as a positive displacement pump. The model is insufficient 
for the level of accuracy and precision required by a 3D printer extruder. The thesis aims to 
develop a process to accurately model the screw-driven extrusion process. By incorporating the 
feedstock viscosity, compressibility and other material properties, the proposed model will 
produce much better predictions about the flow conditions within the extruder chamber and the 
output flow rate. The results will be able to help with extruder controller design. 
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Fig.4 Literature review structure 
 
2.1. Metal injection molding 
 
Industrial metal injection molding machines utilize a screw to extrude metal-polymer 
mixture flow through a nozzle into a cavity. The process consists of five steps: preparation of 
feedstock, extrusion of material, cavity filling, debinding and sintering. The proposed metal 3D 
printer follows a similar procedure except for cavity filling. Study of feedstock characterization 
as well as heat transfer and flow mechanics during extrusion and cavity filling stage in metal 
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injection molding will make significant contributions to thesis objectives. As debinding and 
sintering are outside of the scope of the project, the review focuses on the first three steps of 
metal injection molding. 
 
2.1.1. Preparation of feedstock 
 
The resources in this section could help determine the key material characteristics that 
would affect the extrusion model. The articles introduced a variety of methods on how to 
quantify those parameters as functions of temperature and polymer loading ratio. 
 
The feedstock is usually prepared by mixing metal powder and selected polymer binder 
under certain temperature and mixing speed. The resulting mixture material will then be fed into 
an extruder for injection molding. Behavior of mixture material under different temperature or 
phase conditions will determine the input and output of extruder, such as required torque, 
required heater power, resulting material flow rate, etc. Lin, Chung, Kwon and Park introduced 
the basic components of powder and binder and the details of mixing process for Titanium 
Powder Injection Molding [9]. They determined the critical powder-to-binder volume ratio by 
measuring mixing torque which reflects the flowability of the feedstock. The feedstock’s 
temperature-dependent rheological behavior as well as its binder decomposition behavior were 
explored. In another study by Kate, Onbattuvelli and Enneti, thermal, rheological and PVT 
properties of Aluminum Nitride powder-binder mixture were modeled as a function of powder 
volume fraction [10]. Measurement and calculation methods of some of the most important 
material properties for flow model, including critical powder loading, melt and solid density, 
specific heat, thermal conductivity, coefficient of thermal expansion, elastic and shear modulus, 
viscosity, and specific volume of powder-binder mixture, were presented. The calculated and 
measured properties were applied to generate a simulation of cavity filling.  
 
2.1.2. Extrusion of material 
 
Extrusion process on a metal injection molding machine is almost identical to the 
proposed extruder, except on a much larger scale. Studying the industrial metal extrusion process 
could shed a light on what kind of model would be best for process simulation and design 
optimization. 
 
There is limited literature covering the modelling of injection molding extrusion process. 
This is likely because parameters such as output flow rate and driving torque are not as important 
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for metal injection molding. The machines are designed so that materials are injected into and fill 
the cavity as quickly as possible before they solidify. The injection time is usually under one 
second. In a study by Xie, Lin, Jia and Cao, the most important process parameters related to the 
flexural strength of injected part were: melt temperature, injection pressure, injection speed, 
packing pressure and mold temperature [11]. However, they did not introduce the model used in 
the extrusion process to achieve these certain injection conditions. In fact, the optimal extrusion 
and injection parameters for different materials and mold shapes are usually determined 
empirically. 
 
2.1.3. Cavity filling 
 
There is no cavity filling step for the proposed extruder. However, the governing 
equations of the powder-binder mixture flow FEA models for cavity filling stage could be 
adopted to simulate the flow within the barrel of the proposed extruder. Although the control 
volume and boundary conditions are different, the element-to-element equations are universal. 
One of the major issues these articles tried to tackle was the powder binder segregation problem. 
Unlike polymer extrusion, the metal powder and polymer tend to separate during the injection 
course, which would cause inhomogeneity in the final product. The literature studied the effect 
of various parameters, such as temperature and injection rate, on powder binder segregation, and 
presented the optimal process parameters to mitigate the problem. The results could help tune the 
process parameters of the proposed extruder to avoid powder binder segregation during 
extrusion. 
 
Cavity filling is arguably the most important step in metal injection molding. Appropriate 
filling conditions are essential for producing a defect-free part. Understanding mechanics and 
heat transfer of mixture flow is vital to optimize filling parameters. In a study by Barriele, Liu 
and Gelin, numerical simulations of molding filling stage were performed based on a biphasic 
flow formulation for powder-binder mixture, which simulated the advection of flow via mass 
conservation, momentum conservation and viscous behavior of mixture during each phase [12]. 
The model and simulation were used to optimize filling conditions and shape of molds. Fang also 
studied the powder-binder interaction during the filling stage [13]. A mold filling model was 
generated based on multiphase fluid theory and the feedstock viscosity model. The motion of 
flow was simulated via FEA analysis. Lin, Chung, Kwon and Park carried out their results on 
characterization of feedstock [9] and performed a numerical analysis on both flow mechanics 
and heat transfer during the filling stage [14].  
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2.2. General screw extrusion 
 
Because of the absence of extrusion process modelling in metal injection molding, this 
section focuses on heat transfer and flow mechanics within a general screw extruder chamber. 
The goal of the review is to study the interaction between material flow and extruder under 
complex and specific geometry conditions, and calculate the input and respective output of the 
extruder based on these interactions. 
 
Ajinjeru and a group of other researchers performed a variety of research on the 
feedstock for Big Area Additive Manufacturing system, which is a large-scale screw-based 
polymer 3D printer developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory [15] [16] [17]. A 
comprehensive model to determine whether a candidate material is printable on an 
extrusion-based extruder was presented, including criteria on successful extrusion, bead 
geometry, bead functionality and component functionality. Specific calculations and 
measurements methods for each criteria were introduced. The model that calculated the pressure 
required to extrude a composite material at a desired volume flow rate provides a valuable tool to 
optimize the extruder mechanical design. 
 
The other articles reviewed introduced a range of analytical equations on screw-driven 
flow mechanics that could serve as a preliminary model for the powder-binder mixture extrusion 
process.  Chung published a book on extrusion of polymers [18]. It studied the basic mechanics 
of a single-screw extruder, including solid conveying, melting and metering. Simplified 
mechanical and heat transfer models within extruder chamber were established. Lai and Yu did a 
more in-depth research on a similar topic [19]. A model for a single-screw extruder involving 
channel geometry, polymer flow speed, polymer properties, power consumption and heat transfer 
was generated. The model was used to predict axial pressure profile, solid-bed width profile, and 
temperature and pressure of melt pool at extruder exit. In another study by Abdel-Ghany, Ebeid 
and Fikry, algebraic equations covering channel geometry, polymer flow rate and developed 
pressure were outlined [20]. Pressure profile along the length of screw was calculated at different 
screw rotation speeds. R.J. Crawford also performed a study on the operating pressure and 
volume flow rate for a plastics screw extruder [21]. While most of the research adopted a flow 
mechanics-based approach, a group of researchers from University of California, San Diego 
utilized an energy-based model to simulate the extrusion process [22]. The limitations with these 
modelling approaches are that they treat the polymer flow as Newtonian fluid. When screw 
rotation speed changes, the shear rate dependent viscosity of the feedstock varies. The existing 
models fail to account for the effect of varying viscosity on extruder output flow rate. Most of 
them also assume a linear pressure profile across the entire extruder, which does not reflect the 
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proposed extruder setup. The cooling jacket of the proposed extruder ensures that approximately 
two-thirds of the feedstock remain at solid state. Even if the pressure profile across the molten 
polymer can be assumed to be linear, the pressure profile across the solid pellets and during the 
transition are unknown. These assumptions limit the existing models’ ability to produce accurate 
results for the proposed extruder setup. 
 
2.3. Metal 3D printing 
 
The proposed extruder is different from conventional metal 3D printers both in terms of 
the extrusion mechanism and the thermal profile of the device. The heater input is also much 
lower compared to DMLS and EBM processes. Theoretically, extrusion has little to no effect on 
the microstructure and mechanical properties of the parts. They are almost entirely dependent on 
the sintering process. An exception is that powder binder segregation could happen during the 
extrusion process and would cause voids and affect density of final parts. The problem is 
addressed in the Metal Injection Molding section of the literature review. Thus this section only 
forms an overview of the existing metal additive manufacturing technologies without diving into 
the details of the conventional metal 3D printing process.  
 
The studies introduced procedures of common metal additive manufacturing 
technologies, and mostly used mechanical and microstructure properties of the end parts as a 
rubric to compare different techniques. The same rubric can be applied to compare the proposed 
extruder to other printers in the market. Irrinki and a group of researchers performed a study to 
understand the effect of powder characteristics (shape, size distribution, etc) and energy density 
on the densification and mechanical properties of Laser-based Powder Bed Fusion parts [23]. 
Nastac and Klein compared microstructure and mechanical properties of 316L parts produced by 
different additive manufacturing techniques [24]. Three methods were chosen: Binder Jetting 
Additive Manufacturing, Electron Beam Melting and Direct Metal Laser Sintering. All three 
methods demonstrated superior mechanical properties than metal injection molding. Binder 
Jetting process generated a relatively fine equiaxed grain microstructure and showed no chemical 
segregation at the grain boundary, which made it optimal for 316L stainless steel alloy.  
 
2.4. Summary 
 
 Literature in three different areas - metal injection molding, general polymer extrusion 
and metal 3D printing have been reviewed. It is found that there is a gap in literature about the 
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accurate characterization of the screw extrusion process, both for polymers and mixed materials 
used in injection molding. While analytical models exist for pure polymer extrusion, they are 
limited by their assumptions of Newtionian fluid and linear extrusion pressure profile. The effect 
of polymer’s shear rate dependent viscosity on output flow rate is not accounted for. The thesis 
aims to develop a process for pure polymer pellets to accurately model the flow conditions 
within the screw chamber and the output mass flow rate as a function of screw rotation speed. In 
the future, the approach can be further improved by incorporating the powder-binder mixture 
flow mechanics introduced in the Metal Injection Molding section above, so the extrusion of 
metal-loaded polymer pellets can be modeled. The process fills the gap in literature about 
general screw extrusion of non-Newtonian fluids, and provides a tool for extruder output 
controller design. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT SETUP 
 
While the specific validation methods for different models are different, they all require 
one or both of the measurements - temperature and flow rate. The goal is to formulate a 
streamlined and repeatable process to measure those two variables. The process needs to ensure 
accurate and consistent measurements throughout the trials. 
 
The experiment setup is built upon the existing extruder prototype. The current extruder 
utilizes six 12V 40W​ ​cartridge heaters as heating components. The cooling section consists of a 
water cooling jacket, a Koolance PMP-300 pump, a Koolance 120x25mm 90CFM fan, a 
Koolance HX-CU420V radiator and a Koolance cooling water reservoir. A Clearpath 
CPM-SDHP-2341S-ELN motor is used to drive the screw rotation. The motor can be controlled 
via custom Clearpath software or step-and-direction signals from microcontrollers. It has built-in 
torque limit settings to protect the screw from catastrophic failure. Several adjustments have 
been made to integrate a variety of sensors for temperature and flow rate measurements.  
 
For temperature measurements, five different temperature sensors are installed on the 
extruder, as shown in Fig 5. The sensor models are tabulated in Table 1. A E3D PT100 RTD 
sensor is installed in the hot end as part of the PID control to maintain the melting zone extruder 
temperature. The RTD sensor can measure temperatures up to 400 °C with an accuracy of 
0.3°C. A Omega TH-44005-40-T thermistor is placed at the extruder inlet to measure the 
extruder temperature. It can measure from 0°C to 70°C with an accuracy of 0.2°C. A 
Koolance SEN-TPL010K inline thermistor is installed as part of the cooling water circulation 
system to monitor the coolant temperature. The sensor has a range from -40°C to 120°C and an 
accuracy of 1%. These three sensors provide valuable feedback on the performance of the 
heating and cooling system of the extruder. Two Omega HTTC05-K thermocouples are installed 
on the right side of the extruder through two Yor-Lok tube fittings, one placed near the tip of the 
screw in the melting zone and one placed above the heaters in the transition zone. The 
thermocouples can measure from 0°C to 230°C with an accuracy of 2.2°C. The hollow tube 
sensors are wrapped with PTFE thermal insulation tubes so their readings are not affected by the 
metal parts. The thermocouple tips are only in contact with the molten polymer inside to measure 
the feedstock temperature. These two locations are selected because they are convenient to 
integrate into the previous prototype.  
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Table.1 Bill of materials for sensors and fittings 
Part No. Manufacturer Model Number Quantity 
1 Omega TH-44005-40-T Thermistor 1 
2 Omega HTTC05-K Thermocouple 2 
3 Koolance SEN-TPL010K Thermistor 1 
4 E3D PT100 RTD 1 
5 McMaster-Carr 8547K22: Thermocouple PTFE Insulation 2 
6 McMaster-Carr 5182K807: Thermocouple Yor-Lok Fitting 2 
7 McMaster-Carr 5182K504: Thermocouple Yor-Lok Fitting Sleeve 2 
 
 
Fig.5 Extruder temperature measurement setup 
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Flow rate measurements are achieved by measuring the total output mass within a 
defined period of time. To ensure the consistency of extrudate cut in each trial, a Osoyoo SG90 
servo with a razor blade attached is installed at the end of the extruder, as shown in Fig 6. An 
Arduino Uno is used to control the extruder motor and the servo. The Arduino will command the 
motor to run for a defined period of time through step-and-direction control, and command the 
servo to cut off the output extrudate as soon as the screw stops to better observe and measure 
post flow. The servo is operating at 0.3 seconds per 60°. It takes approximately 0.15 seconds for 
the servo to complete the task. From experiment observation, the error in post flow measurement 
caused by this delay is negligible. The output masses are measured with a precision scale that has 
a resolution of 0.001 g. 
 
 
Fig.6 The servo attached at the end of the extruder to cut off the extrudate 
 
The proposed experiment setup is able to monitor the temperature of both the extruder 
and the feedstock at key positions. It also provides a way to consistently measure the output mass 
flow rate to minimize the data collection error. Most importantly, it provides all of the data 
necessary to verify the heat transfer and the flow rate models. 
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CHAPTER 4: HEAT TRANSFER MODEL 
 
The heat transfer model aims to predict the temperature profile of the extruder and the 
feedstock based on the heater and cooling jacket power input. The extruder temperature needs to 
be precisely controlled so that the material is hot enough in the melting zone for extrusion, while 
not melting prematurely to burn itself and add unnecessary torque to the motor. The temperature 
distribution of the feedstock will be used in the flow rate model as the viscosity and 
compressibility of material varies with temperature. The heat transfer model is constructed in 
Matlab using a finite volume method. Details of the modelling process are discussed in the 
following sections. 
 
4.1. Control Volume 
 
The control volumes are set up based on geometry of the extruder, as shown in Fig 7 and 
Fig 8. The number of control volumes is determined to balance between the complexity of the 
model and reflecting the actual extruder as much as possible. All the length, area and volume 
measurements are taken directly from Solidworks. The control volumes outside of the extruder 
represent ambient air. Since it is an axisymmetric model, the control volumes inside the extruder 
represent their respective ring-shape temperature zones. Natureworks PLA 2003D pellets are 
used as feedstock material [25]. A six-by-six matrix is formed to model the temperature 
distribution of the material and the system, with each element corresponding to the temperature 
of their respective zone, as shown in Table 2. 
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Fig.7 Control volumes of Matlab preliminary model 
 
 
Fig.8 Dimensions of control volumes 
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Table.2 Relationship between temperature matrix and extruder zones 
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 Ambient air 
Ambient 
air 
Ambient 
air 
Aluminum 
barrel Feedstock 
Aluminum 
screw 
2 
Aluminum 
cooling 
jacket 
Cooling 
water 
Aluminum 
barrel 
Bronze 
barrel liner Feedstock 
Aluminum 
screw 
3 Ambient air 
Ambient 
air 
Aluminum 
barrel 
Bronze 
barrel liner Feedstock 
Aluminum 
screw 
4 Ambient air 
Ambient 
air 
Aluminum 
barrel 
Bronze 
barrel liner Feedstock 
Aluminum 
screw 
5 Ambient air 
Ambient 
air 
Aluminum 
barrel 
Bronze 
barrel liner Feedstock 
Aluminum 
screw 
6 Ambient air 
Ambient 
air 
Ambient 
air 
Aluminum 
barrel Feedstock 
Aluminum 
screw 
 
4.2. Boundary Conditions and Assumptions 
 
The assumptions of the heat transfer FEA model are listed below. 
 
1. The heat transfer in and out of elements/control volumes is based on contact between 
geometries shown in Fig 1. For example, for element (5,3), it has radial conduction from 
element (5,3) and (5,5), and linear conduction from element (6,5) and (4,4). 
2. Considering the space between centers of the two control volumes adjoining the interface 
as a composite slab, the interface thermal conductivity is modeled as the harmonic mean 
of the thermal conductivities of the two control volumes. [26] 
3. The horizontal heat transfer are modeled as radial conduction/convection, while the 
vertical heat transfer are modeled as linear conduction/convection. 
4. The heat transfer calculations use distances between center points of control volumes. 
5. The feedstock is assumed not to travel from one control volume to another for heat 
transfer analysis. 
6. Polymer has the same contact area with barrel and screw. 
7. The phase change of material is not considered. 
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8. The material is assumed to have constant thermal properties. Feedstock’s viscosity and 
water’s convective heat transfer coefficient are the only properties that change with 
temperature. 
9. Ambient air has a constant temperature of 27°C. 
10. Element (6,4), which represents the hot end of the aluminum barrel, stays constant at 
210​°C. The only heat transfer coming out of it is the radial conduction to (6,5) and linear 
conduction to (5,3).  
11. The other boundary elements, including (5,3), (4,3), (3,3), (2,1) and (1,4), are assumed to 
have convection with ambient air. 
12. For (2,1) and (2,2), only horizontal radial heat transfer is included. They are insulated in 
vertical direction. 
13. For (6,6), it is modeled as a half sphere to calculate conduction heat transfer. 
 
4.3. Input Parameters 
 
Table.3 Input and output of the heat transfer model 
 Parameter Value Unit 
Input 
D  Barrel inside diameter 0.015875 m  
H  Channel depth 0.0053975 m  
c  Radial flight clearance 0 m  
e  Flight width 0.00226 m  
 Helix angle of screw 27.1 °  
W  Screw channel width 0.00903 m  
p Screw pitch 0.0127 m  
N  Number of screw channels 2  
Achannel  
Cross section 
area of flow Calculated m
2  
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channel 
s  
Contact area 
between polymer 
and barrel/screw 
Calculated m2  
Rd  Die radius 0.001 m  
Ld  Die length 0.006214 m  
L  Screw length 0.08835 m  
v  Volume of each control volume Measured m
3  
m  Mass of each control volume Measured gk  
kal  
Thermal 
conductivity of 
Aluminum 
236 Wm·K  
kb  
Thermal 
conductivity of 
Bronze 
401 Wm·K  
kp  
Thermal 
conductivity of 
feedstock 
0.195 Wm·K  
kw  
Thermal 
conductivity of 
water 
0.606 Wm·K  
hw  
Convective heat 
transfer 
coefficient of 
water 
Calculated Wm ·K2  
ha  
Convective heat 
transfer 
coefficient of air 
200 Wm ·K2  
 Density of aluminum 2700 
kg
m3  
 Density of 8553 kgm3  
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bronze 
 
Density of 
feedstock 1234 
kg
m3  
 Density of air 1.225 kgm3  
 Density of water 997 kgm3  
cpal  
Specific heat of 
aluminum 910 
J
kg·K  
cpb  
Specific heat of 
bronze 390 
J
kg·K  
cpp  
Specific heat of 
feedstock 1800 
J
kg·K  
cpa  
Specific heat of 
air 1003 
J
kg·K  
cpw  
Specific heat of 
water 4186 
J
kg·K  
T inf  
Ambient 
temperature 300 K  
 
Cooling water 
mass flow rate 0.1167 s
kg  
 Rotation speed of screw 0-100 RPM 
T p  Provided torque 1.2 ·mN  
ub  Viscosity 6000 
kg
m·s  
Output 
yb  Shear rate  s
1  
V bz  
Mean relative 
velocity of 
feedstock to 
barrel 
 s
m  
F y  
Shear force on 
polymer in hoop 
direction 
Calculated N  
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T r  
Torque required 
to drive the 
screw 
Calculated ·mN  
rwf  
Friction power 
as internal heat 
generation 
Calculated W  
P  
Operating 
pressure of 
barrel 
 aP  
T r  
Minimum 
required torque  ·mN  
 
Steady state 
temperature 
distribution of 
extruder and 
feedstock 
  
 
The calculated input parameters are listed below. 
 
1. Thermal conductivity at aluminum-bronze interface (harmonic mean): 
 
 
(1) 
2. Thermal conductivity at aluminum-feedstock interface: 
 
 
(2) 
3. Thermal conductivity at bronze-feedstock interface: 
 
 
(3) 
4. Cross section area of flow channel: 
 
 
(4) 
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5. Contact area between polymer and barrel/screw: 
 
 
(5) 
6. Convective heat transfer coefficient of water at timestep ​kk ​[27]: 
a. Prantl number [28]: 
 
 
(6) 
b. Kinematic viscosity [29]: 
 
 
(7) 
c.  Water velocity 
 
 
(8) 
d. Reynolds number 
 
 
(9) 
e. If , turbulent flow ≥ 3000Rew  
i. Darcy friction factor 
  (10) 
ii. Nusselt number 
 
 
(11) 
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f. If , laminar flow000Rew < 3  
i. Nusselt number 
 
 
(12) 
g. Convective heat transfer coefficient 
 
 
(13) 
7. Shear rate of material flow: (output flow rate is calculated approximating the extruder as 
a positive displacement pump) [30]-[32] 
  (14) 
 
 
(15) 
 
4.4. Iteration Process 
 
T​he steady state temperature distribution of the barrel and feedstock is first obtained via 
explicit transient finite volume analysis, a discretization technique for heat transfer differential 
equations. Friction is not included. The maximum time step, , is 0.0302s for analysis stability.t∆  
Steady state is reached when temperature difference between time steps is smaller than 
0.00001°C.  
 
The temperature of each feedstock zone and the shear rate of material yield viscosity. 
Combining with motor rotation speed, minimum required torque to drive the screw is calculated. 
The difference between provided torque power and minimum required torque power is assumed 
to be dissipated as heat via friction. The friction power is distributed into each control volume as 
internal heat generation source based on respective volume fraction. A new temperature 
distribution is then formulated. The steps are repeated until another steady state has been 
reached. Specific heat transfer equations are tabulated below. 
 
The heat transfer in and out of each control volume follow a similar set of equations that 
consists of conduction, convection and internal heat generation from friction. Depending on the 
geometry, the equations could be radial, linear or spherical. A special set of equations is applied 
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to element (2,2), the cooling water, to account for the radiator-fan heat exchanger that is not 
shown in Fig 7. 
 
For elements (i,j) at timestep ​kk ​, except for (2,2), the governing equations are as follows: 
 
1. Heat transfer: 
a. Radial conduction 
 
 
(16) 
 
 
(17) 
(Note that  is the temperature of the other element at timestep ​kk-1​.)T source  
b. Spherical conduction 
 
 
(18) 
 
 
(19) 
c. Linear conduction 
  (20) 
 
 
(21) 
d. Convection to air 
 
 
(22) 
 
 
(23) 
e. Friction power for elements (1:5,5) [31][32] 
i. For each element, if  is below melting point,T i,5   
  (24) 
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ii. For each element, if  is above melting point,T i,5   
  (25) 
 
 
(26) 
iii. The minimum torque required to drive the screw is taken as, 
  (27) 
iv. The total friction power as internal heat generation source is calculated by, 
  (28) 
The friction power is distributed into each element based on volume fraction of the feedstock, 
 
 
(29) 
2. Temperature: 
 
 
(30) 
 
The element (2,2) follows a different approach to calculate temperature. The goal is to 
more accurately model the cooling system, as shown in Fig 9. The outflowing cooling water will 
go through a radiator-fan system first before circling back into the water jacket. According to 
specifications of the radiator and the fan, the system can dissipate 440W of heat at maximum 
flow rate when radiator inlet temperature is 25 ​°C​ above ambient temperature. Assuming there is 
a linear relationship between radiator inlet temperature and heat dissipated, 
 
 
(31) 
At timestep ​kk​,  and  follows that:T out = T (2,2,kk) T in  
  (32) 
 
 
(33) 
Thus  could be described as:T 2,2,kk  
  (34) 
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(35) 
 
 
Fig.9 Water cooling system of the extruder 
 
4.5. Model and Experiment Results 
 
A sample calculation is performed with hot end temperature set at 210°C and screw 
rotation speed set at 10 RPM. The result is shown in Fig 10. Steady state is reached after 780 
seconds. The polymer in the melting zone reaches 196.5°C. The cooling water temperature rises 
to 33.6°C, while the inlet of the extruder is maintained at 39.8°C.  
 
 
Fig.10 Heat transfer model results when hot end and screw speed is set at 210°C and 10 RPM 
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For initial validation of the model results, a COMSOL analysis is carried out with the 
same material properties and boundary conditions as the Matlab model. The Non-isothermal 
Flow module is used, including the Conjugate Heat Transfer physics with Phase Change and the 
Laminar Flow physics with Rotating Machinery. With the hot end temperature set at 210°C and 
the screw rotation speed set at 10 RPM, the feedstock temperature profile is shown in Fig 11. It 
is observed that the temperature of feedstock in the melting zone ranges from 187°C to 207°C. 
The Matlab model’s prediction of 196.5°C falls at the center of the range. ​This is likely due to 
that the Matlab model is predicting the average temperature of the entire control volume.  
 
 
Fig.11 COMSOL analysis results when hot end and screw speed is set at 210°C and 10 RPM 
 
The Matlab calculations are repeated for hot end temperatures of 170°C and 190°C. To 
further corroborate the model results, five different temperature sensors are installed on the 
extruder prototype. A RTD is installed in the hot end as part of the PID control to maintain the 
hot end temperature. The polymer flow is divided into melting zone, transition zone and solid 
zone because of the heating and cooling section of the extruder. The zone diagram is shown in 
Fig 12. Two thermocouples and two thermistors are used to measure the feedstock temperature 
in the melting zone (control volume (6,5)) and transition zone (control volume (5,5)), the cooling 
water temperature (control volume (2,2)) and the temperature at extruder inlet (control volume 
(1,4)). ​Three sets of temperature measurements are taken, in which the hot end RTD readings are 
170°C, 190°C and 210°C. During each trial, steady state temperatures both before and after 
turning on the motor are measured. 
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Fig.12 Zone diagram 
 
4.5.1. Temperature Distribution without Screw Operating 
 
The experiments are first performed without the screw rotating. The experiment data in 
Fig 13 shows that the temperature of the feedstock in the melting zone is approximately 5°C to 
10°C lower than the hot end temperature. The polymer temperature in the transition zone is 30°C 
to 35°C lower than the hot end temperature, as demonstrated in the experiment data from Fig 14. 
The error bars are determined by the standard measurement error of the sensors provided by 
manufacturers. 
 
Considering that phase change is not included in the Matlab model, the modelling results 
should show higher temperatures than the experiment data. However, the heat transfer model 
seems to underpredict the temperatures at both locations by 10°C to 15°C, which is 
approximately 5% to 10% difference. As shown in the COMSOL analysis comparison, the 
Matlab model is predicting the average temperature of the entire control volume. Thus the 
difference is likely between the single-point temperature measurements and the average control 
volume temperature. Since the entire polymer flow is divided into only five different control 
volumes, each will have a wide range of temperature distribution.  
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Fig.13 Feedstock temperature in the melting zone before turning on the motor 
 
 
Fig.14 Feedstock temperature in the transition zone before turning on the motor 
 
When the hot end is maintained at 210°C, the average polymer temperature in the melting 
zone is approximately 190°C before turning on the motor, as shown in the model results in Fig 
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13. With the water cooling system running at full capacity at 7 LPM, the extruder inlet is kept at 
38°C, as shown in Fig 15. This is below the glass transition temperature of PLA. The cooling 
water is around 32°C, as shown in Fig 16, which is far below the boiling temperature. The water 
cooling jacket is sufficient in preventing the polymer from melting prematurely and adding 
unnecessary load to the screw. The Matlab model successfully predicts the average barrel inlet 
and cooling water temperature, with a difference less than 1°C from the measurement point. This 
also demonstrates that the temperature profile across the extruder cooling section is relatively 
constant and well below the PLA glass transition temperature. Most of the temperature drop 
happens at the intersection between the extruder heating and cooling section and the feedstock 
solid and transition zone.  
 
 
Fig.15 Extruder inlet temperature before turning on the motor 
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Fig.16 Cooling water temperature before turning on the motor 
 
4.5.2. Temperature Distribution with Screw Operating  
 
The experiment results discussed above are the steady state temperature distribution of 
the extruder and the feedstock without the screw rotating. Further experiments are conducted to 
explore the steady state temperature distribution when the extruder is extruding. The 
manufacturer suggests the feedstock to be processed at 200°C. Thus the hot end is maintained at 
210°C per manufacturer specification. The comparison between motor on and off is tabulated in 
Table 4. In the experiment, the feedstock temperature drops slightly by 2°C to 5°C when the 
screw starts rotating, while the barrel inlet and cooling water temperatures stay the same. This is 
because polymer at lower temperature keeps flowing into the control volume. The temperature 
drop due to incoming polymer is larger than the potential temperature rise due to internal friction 
between screw and polymer. Since the heat transfer model assumes the feedstock is stationary 
and includes the friction work as an internal heat source, the Matlab model predicts a rise of 
feedstock temperature by 5°C to 7°C after the device starts extruding. The difference in 
feedstock temperature between model predictions and experiment results reduces to 
approximately 3°C.  
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Table.4 Temperature distribution comparison before and after screw starts rotating 
Hot end at 210°C 0.3°C Melting Zone Transition Zone Barrel Inlet 
Cooling 
Water 
Motor Off 
Experiment 202.8 2.2°C 175.1 2.2°C 38.3 0.2°C 32.1 0.2°C 
Model 189.6 161.1 37.7 33.1 
Motor On 
Experiment 200.2 2.2°C 169.5 2.2°C 38.4 0.2°C 32 0.2°C 
Model 196.5 166.4 39.8 33.6 
 
The Matlab result is further corroborated with the observation in Fig 17. After the screw 
stops rotating, it is taken out of the extruder barrel while the heaters and the cooling jacket are 
still on. The residual polymer adhered to the screw shows the location where the feedstock 
transitions from white solid pellets into clear liquid flow. The same location is marked with a red 
cross on top of the extruder assembly drawing. The COMSOL analysis is predicting the phase 
change to be happening at a similar location, with the red area representing solid state and blue 
area representing the molten state. The transition happens at the intersection between the 
extruder heating and cooling section, where the Matlab model is predicting an average 
temperature of 98°C, according to Fig 10. Considering that PLA has a glass transition 
temperature of 65°C and a melting point around 180°C, the Matlab model prediction falls within 
the range. 
 
 
Fig.17 Phase change of polymer within the extruder chamber 
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4.5.3. Summary  
 
The Matlab heat transfer model mainly has two assumptions. It does not account for 
phase change of the material and material flowing between control volumes. While both sources 
of error cause overprediction in temperatures, the predicted feedstock temperatures when the 
screw is operating are still approximately 3°C lower than experiment measurements. This is 
because temperature measurements are made at single points while the Matlab model is 
calculating average control volume temperature. If both phase change and flowing of material 
are included, the calculated feedstock temperatures will be lower, and the differences from 
experiment measurements will be larger. However, it will be a more accurate representation of 
the average temperatures in control volumes.  
 
In conclusion, given the hot end temperature, cooling water flow rate and screw rotation 
speed, the current Matlab heat transfer model can successfully predict the temperatures of the 
feedstock and the extruder at various locations with an error within 5°C. The predicted 
temperature profile will be used in the steady state flow rate model to calculate the viscosity and 
compressibility of the feedstock. Although the model is designed for the proposed extruder 
prototype and PLA feedstock, the process can be applied to other extruder/feedstock 
combinations, including metal-loaded polymer pellets. The main steps include assembling 
control volumes, determining governing heat transfer equations and setting up an explicit 
transient heat transfer analysis. 
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CHAPTER 5: FLOW RATE MODEL 
 
The flow rate model aims to predict the output mass flow rate of the extruder based on 
the feedstock temperature and the motor speed. Both steady state and dynamic models are 
explored. Two different steady state flow rate models are studied. The first one originates from 
existing literature that treats the extruder as a positive displacement pump [32]. The second one 
is built upon the Navier Stokes equation. Both models approximate the material flow between 
the screw and the barrel as flow between parallel plates. The main difference is that the positive 
displacement pump theory assumes the material flow has a linear velocity profile with constant 
viscosity, while the new model solves for the actual velocity profile and utilizes a shear rate 
dependent viscosity model. Based on results from the steady state model and experiment data, a 
dynamic flow rate model with respect to screw rotation speed is constructed. 
 
5.1. Existing Steady State Flow Rate Model - Positive 
Displacement Pump Approximation 
 
The model is introduced in ​Plastics Engineering ​ by R.J. Crawford [32]. Three types of 
flow are present within the extruder chamber - drag flow, pressure flow and leakage flow. Drag 
flow is the main driving mechanism for the polymer. It happens when the screw rotates and 
brings both solid and molten polymer down with screw flights. As more material accumulates in 
the melting zone, pressure builds up and pressure flow forms. It works against the drag flow and 
reduces the extruder output. Leakage flow is a special kind of pressure flow that travels through 
the clearance between screw outer surface and barrel inner surface. When the clearance is small, 
the leakage flow is small in magnitude compared to the other two types of flow and often 
negligible [32].  
 
As shown in Fig 18, the model approximates the drag flow within the extruder chamber 
as flow between parallel plates. The velocity profile is assumed to be linear. The pressure flow is 
calculated based on the operating pressure of the extruder and the assumption that the pressure 
distribution is linear along the length of the screw. The operating pressure is found based on the 
extruder and die characteristic. At any given screw rotation speed, drag flow is fixed and the net 
output flow depends on the built-up operating pressure. Since the flow through the capillary die 
is pressure dependent as well, the output flow of the extruder and the output flow of the die can 
be set equal, and the operating pressure can be found.  
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Fig.18 Polymer flow is approximated as flow between parallel plates with constant viscosity [32] 
 
The entire process of constructing the model can be found in ​Plastics Engineering ​[32]. 
The key equations are tabulated below. The operating pressure is calculated in Eq 36. The net 
output volumetric flow rate is calculated in Eq 37. The output mass flow rate is calculated by 
multiplying volumetric flow rate with polymer density. In the equations,  is the polymer 
viscosity. ​D​ is the extruder barrel diameter.  is the screw rotation speed. ​H​ is the screw channel 
depth.  is the screw helix angle.  and  are the extruder die radius and length. ​L ​ represents 
the extruder barrel length. 
 
 
(36) 
 
 
(37) 
  (38) 
The positive displacement pump approximation provides the foundation of the proposed 
steady state flow rate model. Its approach to simulate the polymer flow between screw and barrel 
surface as flow between two parallel plates is adopted in the new model. However, its 
assumption of a linear feedstock pressure profile is not realistic for the proposed extruder. As 
shown in Fig 19, the linear pressure gradient is applicable to the majority of injection molding 
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machines. They are much bulkier in size and have a relatively constant feedstock temperature 
profile across the feed, compression and metering zones. The proposed extruder’s distinctive 
heating and cooling sections allow approximately one-third of the feedstock to be above melting 
temperature while the other two-thirds remain solid. The differences in temperature distribution 
and feedstock phases cause disparity between pressure profiles. A correction factor must be 
added to account for the dissimilarity. The positive displacement pump approximation also 
assumes a constant polymer viscosity, which yields a linear relationship between output mass 
flow rate and screw speed. However, the majority of the molten polymers are non-Newtonian 
fluid. The viscosity is shear rate dependent, which makes it different for distinct screw rotation 
speed. Thus a more accurate viscosity model is needed to improve the model. These issues are 
addressed in the proposed steady state flow rate model. 
 
 
Fig.19 Typical pressure profile of an industrial injection molding machine [32] 
 
5.2. Proposed Steady State Flow Rate Model  
 
5.2.1. Modelling Process 
 
The goal of the proposed steady state flow rate model is to improve upon the positive 
displacement pump approximation from the literature. The model still approximates the molten 
polymer flow as flow between two parallel plates under a certain pressure gradient. However, 
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different approaches to feedstock pressure profile and viscosity model are used for more accurate 
flow rate calculations. The model results are intended to develop an extrusion post flow model 
and a first-order dynamic flow rate model. 
 
As shown in Fig 20, flow travels in x-direction along the screw flight. Assuming the flow 
profile is constant across the width of the screw channel, the flow velocity only varies along the 
depth of the screw channel.  
 
 
Fig.20 Polymer flow is approximated as flow between parallel plates with a shear rate dependent 
viscosity model 
 
At steady state, the acceleration of polymer, , is zero. Assuming the gravity has a 
negligible effect on polymer flow, the Navier Stokes equation in x-direction becomes: 
 
 
(39) 
where  is polymer density, ​u​ is polymer velocity,  is polymer viscosity and  is the 
polymer pressure gradient in x-direction. Since there is no variation of flow velocity in 
z-direction, the equation becomes: 
 
 
(40) 
Natureworks PLA 2003D pellets are used to validate the model, as access to metal-loaded 
polymer pellets is limited. The viscosity of the material is calculated by a shear rate and 
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temperature dependent model provided by the manufacturer [25]. It is also known as the 
Cross-WLF viscosity model [30].  
 
 
(41) 
 
 
(42) 
The constants within the PLA viscosity model are tabulated in Table 5. 
 
Table.5 Constants within the Natureworks PLA 2003D Cross-WLF viscosity model [25] 
Parameter Value Unit 
 Power law index   
 Critical Stress level at the transition to shear thinning   
 Constant   
 Constant   
 Constant   
 
Glass Transition 
Temperature 
373.15  
 
To solve the differential equation in Eq 40, the pressure profile within the extruder is 
needed. Typical pressure distribution within an industrial injection molding machine is shown in 
Fig 19. However, it does not directly apply to the proposed extruder because of the differences in 
bulk size, ratio of metering, compression and feed zone lengths and polymer temperature 
distribution. To account for the differences, it is assumed that the extruder has a linear pressure 
gradient with a correction factor ​Cr​, which is determined by fitting the model against experiment 
data. The final differential equation that describes the molten polymer flow within the extruder is 
presented in Eq 43. The boundary conditions are tabulated in Eq 44. 
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(43) 
 
 
(44) 
 
Similar process can be applied to the two dies of the extruder. As shown in Fig 21, the 
flow going through the capillary die is driven by the pressure difference at the inlet and outlet. It 
is assumed that the flow velocity within the die is axisymmetric and only varies with the die 
radius. The pressure gradient is assumed to be linear. 
 
 
Fig.21 Axisymmetric polymer flow within the capillary die 
 
At steady state, the polymer acceleration is zero and the Navier Stokes equation in 
r-direction becomes: 
 
 
(45) 
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where  is polymer density, ​u​ is polymer velocity,  is polymer viscosity and  is the 
polymer pressure gradient in z-direction. Under the assumption that the pressure profile is linear 
and flow velocity is only a function of radius, the two differential equations and boundary 
conditions describing the flow in the capillary dies are presented below. 
 
 
(46) 
  (47) 
 
 
(48) 
  (49) 
 
A Matlab script is written to numerically solve these three sets of differential equations 
using the ​bvp5c ​function. The flow velocity profile is integrated over the width and depth of the 
screw channel or the cross-section area of the die to find the respective volumetric and mass flow 
rate. Another Matlab script is written to find the two unknown pressure values by equating the 
three mass flow rates, and the final output mass flow rate is solved.  
  (50) 
 
5.2.2. Model and Experiment Results 
 
To validate the steady state flow rate model, the PID controller is set to maintain the hot 
end temperature at 210°C. The experiments are performed at 11 different screw rotation speeds: 
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 100 RPM. For each speed, the extruder continuously runs 
for 60 seconds and the extrudate is cut off by the blade attached to the servo. For each speed, 
three output masses are measured and average data is obtained. 
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The model is initially analyzed with ​Cr ​equal to 1. However, the model flow rates are less 
than experiment values at speeds below 15 RPM, and greater at speeds above. The correction 
factors are then calculated for screw rotation speeds of 10, 30, 50 and 100 RPM, by plugging ​Cr 
values into the differential equations to match the calculated flow rates to experiment data. A 
trendline is plotted for these four correction factors against motor speeds. After repeated trials, it 
is found that a quadratic relationship yields the most accurate correction factors at other screw 
speeds for flow rate calculations. The fit relationship, with a  value of 0.99, is shown below: 
  (51) 
The model is now complete with these correction factors in place. The similar process can be 
applied to other feedstock materials as well. The specific relationship between correction factors 
and screw rotation speeds is likely material dependent. More experimental verification is needed 
to determine the physics behind it and if a quadratic relationship holds true for all materials. This 
process enables the model to accurately predict output mass flow rate at all screw rotation speeds 
with only a few known data points. 
 
Three sets of data are tabulated in Fig 22 - results from the positive displacement pump 
model, the proposed model and experiments. The error bar is determined by the standard 
deviation of the experiment dataset. The positive displacement pump model exhibits a linear 
relationship between screw rotation speed and output mass flow rate. At 50 RPM, the output 
reaches 1.11e-5 kg/s, which is around 1.1 cm of extrudate. The proposed model is configured to 
yield similar results to the experiment data by adding the pressure gradient correction factors. It 
shows a logarithmic-like relationship between screw rotation speed and output mass flow rate. 
The rise of output flow rate is much faster when rotation speed is lower than 25 RPM, and then 
slows down and becomes much more linear. It has a cross-over with the positive displacement 
pump model at approximately 50 RPM. The results from the proposed model are fitted into a 
natural logarithmic function in Fig 23. The flow rate behavior is likely due to the viscosity model 
of the feedstock. When rotation speed increases, decrease of polymer viscosity slows down, as 
shown in Fig 24 per manufacturer specification. Since the viscosity works against the flow, 
screw rotation speed’s relationship with output mass flow rate is opposite to its relationship with 
viscosity. 
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Fig.22 Comparison between the positive displacement pump approximation, the proposed steady 
state flow rate model and experiment data 
 
 
Fig.23 The relationship between steady state output mass flow rate and screw rotation speed 
from the proposed model 
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Fig.24 ​The Natureworks PLA 2003D Cross-WLF viscosity model [25] 
 
The operating pressure of the extruder is shown in Fig 25. The data points are fit into 
another natural logarithmic function. The results are not directly validated because of lack of 
pressure sensors that can be integrated into the experiment setup. However, the amount of post 
flow generated when screw stops is calculated for each rotation speed based on the operating 
pressure. The post flow model and results are presented in the next section. 
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Fig.25 The relationship between extruder operating pressure and screw rotation speed from the 
proposed model 
 
By adding a correction factor to the pressure gradient of polymer flow, the steady state 
flow rate model successfully predicts the output mass flow rate of the extruder given the 
feedstock material properties, thermal profile of the polymer flow and the screw rotation speed. 
For several screw rotation speeds, it reduces the error by more than 50% compared to the 
positive displacement pump approximation, as shown in Fig 22. The difference between model 
results and experiment data is less than 5%. The results in Fig 23 and Fig 25 are used in the 
following sections to develop an extrusion post flow model and a dynamic flow rate model.  
 
The model development process using the Navier Stokes equations can be applied to any 
other extruder/feedstock combination, under the assumptions that polymer flow is approximated 
as flow between parallel plates, and a corrected linear pressure profile exists for molten polymer. 
It is a generalized process with parameters dependent on extruder geometry and material 
properties. The main steps include setting up a system of equations and calculating correction 
factors for linear pressure gradient. The relationship between correction factors and screw 
rotation speeds likely varies with materials. If a different feedstock is used, the same calculations 
can be repeated with the help of a few experiment data points to find the correction factors at all 
screw rotation speeds.  
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5.3. Proposed Extrusion Post Flow Model 
 
5.3.1. Modelling Process 
 
Post flow is a common problem faced by commercial 3D printers. After the printer 
finishes a layer, material keeps stringing out of the nozzle as the extruder moves to a new 
location. The extra material significantly decreases the printed part quality. The proposed 
extruder is facing the same issue, where small strings of polymer continue flowing out of the 
nozzle after the screw stops rotating. A model is needed to simulate and prevent the post flow.  
 
The extrusion post flow model is built upon the steady state flow rate model results. It 
aims to calculate the amount of material that continues being extruded after the screw stops 
rotating. The dominant factor to this phenomenon is the compressibility of feedstock. Because 
the material is compressible, pressure builds up when molten polymer are fed into the melting 
zone. The pressure needs to be relieved when the screw stops because the extruder is open to 
atmosphere. The resistance for molten flow to travel up along the screw is much higher than 
traveling down through the die. Thus extrusion continues until an equilibrium is reached when 
the residual pressure is not large enough to push the polymer down. A 2-domain Tait EoS PvT 
model is provided by Natureworks PLA 2003D manufacturer, in which the specific volume of 
polymer, ​v ​, is dependent on the pressure and temperature. The constants within the model are 
tabulated in Table 6. 
  
 
 
(52) 
  (53) 
  (54) 
  (55) 
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Table.6 Constants within the Natureworks PLA 2003D 2-domain Tait EoS PvT model 
Parameter Value Unit 
C Constant   
 Constant  
 
 Constant  
 
 Constant   
 Constant   
 Constant 348.15  
 
After the screw completely stops, it is assumed that the pressure will be relieved entirely 
through the die, and the final residual pressure is equal to the atmosphere pressure. Using the 
results from the heat transfer and the steady state flow rate model, the specific volume of the 
molten material at both the operating pressure, ​P​, and the atmosphere pressure can be calculated. 
From COMSOL analysis and experiment observation, one-third of the feedstock are in complete 
molten state, which includes approximately 3.15 g ​ ​of polymer given the extruder chamber 
volume. The volume of the material before and after screw stops can thus be calculated. The 
difference between them would be the volume of extrusion post flow, . The length of the 
post flow is calculated by dividing the volume by nozzle cross section area.  
 
  (56) 
 
 
(57) 
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5.3.2. Model and Experiment Results 
 
To validate the post flow model, the PID controller is set to maintain the hot end 
temperature at 210°C. The experiments are performed at 11 different screw rotation speeds: 5, 
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 100 RPM. For each speed, the extruder continuously runs 
for 60 seconds, and the extrudate is cut off to observe the post flow. For each speed, three post 
flow lengths are measured and average data is obtained. 
 
The calculated operating pressure of the extruder from the steady state flow rate model is 
shown in Fig 25. The amount of post flow generated when screw stops is calculated for each 
rotation speed based on the operating pressure. The amount of post flow is presented in Fig 26. 
The error bar is determined by the standard deviation of the experiment dataset. While the model 
results and the experiment data are both around 1​ cm ​ and show similar trends, the experiment 
data is consistently smaller than model predictions. This is likely due to that built-up pressure in 
the melting zone is not relieved completely. The residual pressure causes the actual polymer 
specific volume, , to be smaller than its specific volume at atmosphere pressure. Thus 
 and  are less than predicted.  
 
 
 
Fig.26 Comparison between the post flow model and experiment data 
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5.3.3. Post Flow Controller Design 
 
A controller design is proposed to eliminate the post flow based on model results. 
Retraction is a common practice within the 3D printing industry to tackle the issue. For the 
proposed extruder, retraction is achieved by rotating the screw in the opposite direction after 
each extrusion. To determine the amount of retraction required for each rotation speed, a reverse 
flow rate when the screw starts rotating at the same speed but in a different direction is required. 
The same sets of equations from Eq 39 to Eq 44 are used to calculate the reverse flow rate with 
similar boundary conditions, except that the boundary velocities are now in the negative 
direction. The operating pressures are obtained from the steady state flow rate calculations as 
shown in Fig 25. The pressure is now working in the direction of the flow instead of against it. 
The same Matlab script is used to solve the differential equation in Eq 43. The velocity profile is 
integrated over the width and depth of the screw channel to calculate the reverse flow rate. The 
retraction time can be calculated once the amount of post flow and the reverse flow rate are 
obtained. The results are shown in Fig 27. With the step-and-direction motor control, the 
retraction time can be translated into the exact motor steps that it needs to retract to eliminate 
post flow.  
 
To validate the post flow controller, the extruder runs continuously for 60 seconds, and 
retracts for the calculated amount of steps at the end of extrusion. This is accomplished by the 
step-and-direction control mode of the Clearpath CPM-SDHP-2341S-ELN motor. The servo 
cutter cuts off the extrudate at the same time when retraction happens. The experiments are 
performed for all of the screw rotation speeds shown in Fig 27. The results show that the 
retraction method removes the post flow by more than 90%. As shown in Fig 28, the post flow at 
40 RPM is reduced from 1.1 cm to approximately 0.1-0.2 cm by integrating retraction into the 
end of extrusion.  
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Fig.27 The amount of retraction required to eliminate post flow for each rotation speed 
 
 
Fig.28 Comparison of post flow before and after retraction is added for screw speed of 40 RPM 
 
The extrusion post flow model successfully predicts the amount of post flow based on the 
calculated operating pressure from steady state flow rate model. However, it consistently 
overpredicts the lengths by approximately 20%. This is likely due to the viscosity of material 
preventing the post flow from being extruded. More material left in the melting zone also leads 
to the residual pressure higher than atmosphere pressure, which causes the final polymer specific 
volume to be less than predicted. Hence the volume difference of the polymer before and after 
pressure relief is less than calculated. A retraction controller is proposed based on model 
predictions, and successfully eliminates post flow by more than 90% in experiments. The results 
in Fig 27 can be integrated into the future extruder controller design to solve the post flow 
problem. The same post flow controller design process can be repeated for other 
extruder/feedstock combinations as well, given that results from the steady state model are 
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obtained. The main steps include calculating the amount of post flow and the reverse flow rate 
when the screw starts turning in the opposite direction.  
 
5.4. Proposed Dynamic Flow Rate Model 
 
5.4.1. Modelling Process 
 
The modelling discussed above is steady state and involves solving complicated 
differential equations. Thus the model itself cannot be directly applied to design the controller of 
the extruder. The goal is to use results from the steady state model along with the experiment 
data to fit a first-order model that predicts the dynamic response of the output mass flow rate 
when screw rotation speed changes. A first-order approximation is used because, although 
random variation exists, there is generally no oscillation in flow rate. For a typical first-order 
system, the dynamics is defined as: 
 
 
(58) 
To design a proportional controller for the system, the system can be written as: 
 
 
(59) 
The variables are defined in Table 7. Variables ​a​ and ​b​ are required as functions of  to 
calculate proportional gain, . Experiments are designed to explore their relationships based on 
Eq 58.  
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Table.7 Variables within the proposed dynamic flow rate model 
Parameter Value Unit 
 Output mass flow rate 
 
 
 Screw rotation speed 
 
RPM 
a Constant   
b Constant   
 
The general idea is to change the screw rotation speed to different levels, and calculate 
the respective values of ​a​ and ​b​ based on the response of output mass flow rate. The motor used 
on the extruder prototype has an acceleration in the range of 5000  under load. Thus it is 
safe to assume that is a step function as the motor will only operate under 100 RPM. The 
screw has a rotation speed of  before , and a rotation speed of  after. From steady state 
flow rate model results, this corresponds to a output mass flow rate of  before . The 
dynamic response of after  can be calculated as: 
 
 
(60) 
Since the mass flow rate has to reach steady state eventually, the value of ​b​ is calculated based 
on Equation 61. From the steady state flow rate model,  and  are related. Thus constant ​b 
can be expressed as a function of  only. 
 
 
(61) 
Integrating the dynamic response of over a time period of  seconds yields: 
 
 
(62) 
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By conducting experiments that measure the total output mass within a defined period of time, 
, after the screw rotation speed changes, the constant ​a​ can be calculated. The relationship 
between the constant ​a​ and  can then be modeled with various sets of data. Once constants ​a 
and ​b ​ are obtained, a proportional controller can be designed based on Eq 59 for different desired 
output mass flow rate. 
 
5.4.2. Model and Experiment Results 
 
An experiment is designed to calculate the constants within the dynamic flow rate model, 
in which the extruder runs continuously for 60 seconds, and switches to a different motor speed 
and runs for another 20 seconds. The output extrudate is cut away exactly when speed changes 
and again when the screw stops completely. The total output mass during the 20-second period is 
measured. Between screw rotation speeds of 0, 10, 30 and 50 RPM, a total of nine different cases 
are studied. Three trials are performed for each case to obtain the average data. The motions are 
programmed in the Arduino Uno and sent to the Clearpath motor via step-and-direction signals. 
With the output mass data, the constant ​a​, ​b​, and the time constant  for each trial is 
calculated based on Eq 61 and Eq 62. The time constant is plugged into Eq 60 to calculate the 
dynamic response of output mass flow rate with respect to change of rotation speed. The 
responses are plotted in Fig 29. It is observed that the time constants fluctuate around 0.5 ​s​, 
whether the screw rotation speed is increasing, decreasing or starting from rest. They vary 
slightly based on the degree of change of rotation speeds.  
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Fig.29 Time dependent output mass flow rate when screw rotation speed changes from one 
steady state to another 
 
The constant ​a​ is plotted in Fig 30 as a function of the desired steady state output mass 
flow rate. However, it does not demonstrate a clear trend between the two variables. More 
experiment data are needed to obtain an accurate relationship between the constant ​a​ and the 
desired output mass flow rate.  
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Fig.30 Relationship between constant ​a​ and desired output mass flow rate,  
 
5.4.3. Dynamic Flow Rate Controller Design 
 
Once the constant ​a​ is expressed in terms of the desired output mass flow rate , a 
proportional controller can be designed for the extruder using Eq 63 to Eq 65. The controller will 
enable the extruder to maintain a steady state output flow rate of . There is usually a certain 
level of steady state error that comes with a proportional controller. The nature of screw 
extrusion makes variations in output mass flow rate inevitable even at steady state. More 
experiment data are needed to determine whether the steady state error brought by the 
proportional controller is going to significantly affect the extruder output, and if a 
proportional-integral controller is necessary.  
 
 
 
(63) 
 
 
(64) 
  (65) 
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The same modelling and controller design process can be repeated for other 
extruder/feedstock combinations. The process is based on experiment data and results from the 
steady state model. The main steps include calculating the constants in the first-order 
approximation and the proportional gain in the controller. 
 
Although the thesis project does not culminate in a reliable dynamic flow rate controller 
for the extruder prototype, it outlines a comprehensive process on how to approach the problem. 
The combined heat transfer, steady state and dynamic flow rate model provides not only a 
solution to control the extruder temperature and flow rate, but also a simulation tool for future 
desktop screw extruder design. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
 
6.1. Contributions 
 
The overall goal of the thesis project is to develop a generalized process for thermal and 
mechanical modelling of screw-driven pellets extrusion, and designing a dynamic flow rate 
controller based on the model results and several experiment measurements. Several 
interdependent models are introduced to simulate the extruder temperature distribution and the 
output mass flow rate during the extrusion process. In the end, a post flow controller and a 
dynamic flow rate controller are proposed to optimize and control the extruder output. 
 
6.1.1. Heat Transfer Model 
 
The proposed modelling process divides the extruder and the feedstock into 36 control 
volumes based on material and geometry. The setup aims to resemble the actual device as much 
as possible while maintain simplicity of the model. Conservation of energy and multi-node heat 
transfer equations are used in an explicit transient finite volume analysis to simulate the heat 
transfer between control volumes. The experiment results show that the model is able to predict 
the extruder and feedstock temperatures within 5°C difference given the heater and cooling water 
input. When the hot end is maintained at 210°C with screw rotating, the feedstock in the melting 
zone is modelled to be 196.5°C, and measured to be 200.2°C in the experiment. If higher 
accuracy is required, the model could be improved by including phase change of polymer and 
travelling of the feedstock between control volumes. The feedstock temperature profile from the 
heat transfer model is used in the steady state flow rate model to calculate the viscosity and 
compressibility of the polymer. The model can also be used as a simulation tool to optimize the 
thermal input of the extruder system. While the COMSOL analysis can serve a similar purpose, 
the proposed model has more flexibility in applying equations to adapt to different cooling and 
heating system design. For other extruder/feedstock combinations, the same process and set of 
equations can be applied. The parameters related to extruder geometries and material thermal 
properties will need to be changed. 
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6.1.2. Steady State Flow Rate Model 
 
Two different steady state flow rate models are discussed in the thesis. The positive 
displacement pump approximation is extracted from existing literature, in which a linear 
relationship between screw rotation speed and output mass flow rate is obtained. However, under 
the constant viscosity and linear feedstock pressure profile assumption, the model yields very 
different results from experiment data. The proposed modelling process uses the Navier Stokes 
equations to obtain a relationship between the extruder output mass flow rate and the screw 
rotation speeds. It approximates the molten polymer flow within the barrel as flow between 
parallel plates. A correction factor is added to the linear pressure gradient of the polymer flow to 
fit the model to the experiment data. The correction factors are first calculated for four different 
screw rotation speeds, and a trendline is added to find the other values. It is found that a 
quadratic relationship between correction factors and screw rotation speeds yields the most 
accurate flow rates compared to experiment measurements.  
 
The calculated operating pressure and output mass flow rate have a logarithmic-like 
relationship with the screw rotation speed. This is because a shear-rate dependent viscosity 
model of the feedstock is used. The steady state output mass flow rate reaches 1.44e-5 kg/s​ ​at 
100 RPM, which is approximately 1.5 cm of extrudate. The proposed model reduces the flow 
rate calculation error by more than 50% compared to the positive displacement pump 
approximation. The difference between model results and experiment data is less than 5%.  
 
The goal of the steady state model is to generate flow rate results for developing a post 
flow model and a dynamic flow rate model. Although the model is developed specifically for the 
proposed extruder prototype with PLA as feedstock material, the process can be applied to other 
extruders and materials. The key of the process is the correction factor calculation. While the 
specific relationship between correction factors and screw rotation speeds is likely material 
dependent, the calculation method is the same.  
 
6.1.3. Post Flow Model and Controller 
 
Post flow control is imperative to the quality of 3D printing parts. The proposed post flow 
modelling process is developed based on the calculated steady state operating pressure. The main 
driving mechanism for the post flow is the expansion of feedstock caused by relief of built-up 
pressure when extrusion stops. Combining the compressibility model of the feedstock and the 
operating pressure calculations, the post flow model is able to predict the length of the extra 
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extrudate within a 0.2 cm difference when a 1 mm nozzle is used. The average amount of post 
flow for screw rotation speeds up to 100 RPM is approximately 1 cm. A controller is proposed to 
add a certain amount of retraction at the end of the extrusion to prevent post flow from 
happening. The controller is designed based on steady state flow rate and operating pressure 
calculations. The controller has been proved to reduce the amount of post flow by more than 
90%. The retraction calculation methods are easily applicable to other extruder and feedstock 
types as well. 
 
6.1.4. Dynamic Flow Rate Model and Controller 
 
The proposed dynamic flow rate modelling process is developed upon the steady state 
flow rates calculations and experiment data. A first-order approximation is used to model the 
dynamic response of output mass flow rate with respect to change of screw rotation speed. The 
constants within the differential equation are determined by experiments. The entire experiment 
process and equipment are outlined. However, more data points are needed to complete the 
calculations for the constants. Once the model is completed, a proportional controller is proposed 
to dynamically control the extruder output mass flow rate. Using only proportional control will 
cause a certain level of steady state error. However, due the nature of screw extrusion, variations 
in output mass flow rate at steady state are inevitable. A study needs to be performed to compare 
the error by a proportional controller and flow rate fluctuations to determine whether a 
proportional-integral controller is needed for higher precision and accuracy.  
 
Although the proportional controller is not complete yet, a comprehensive approach to 
model the screw-based extrusion process has been presented, including a heat transfer model, a 
steady state flow rate model, a post flow model and a dynamic flow rate model. The combination 
not only fills the gap in literature about characterization of single screw extrusion process, but 
also provides a theoretical approach for industrial screw extruder design. The models can also be 
used as the foundation to design controllers for dynamic flow rate, post flow elimination, and 
feedstock and extruder temperature distribution. The values of the constants within the models 
vary for different feedstock material and extruder geometries. However, the modelling process is 
universally applicable for any feedstock-extruder configuration.  
 
6.2. Future Work 
 
There is a variety of work to be done in the future. The work includes finishing the 
dynamic flow rate controller design for the current extruder/feedstock combination, and 
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expanding the process to other materials, especially metal-loaded polymer pellets. It is also 
within plan to use the models to optimize the current extruder design. 
 
6.2.1. Proportional Controller Design 
 
More experiment data are needed to explore the relationship between the constant ​a​ and 
screw rotation speeds. The experiment procedure is outlined in section 5.4.2. The proportional 
controller design can then be completed through Eq 63 to Eq 65. The functionality of the 
proportional controller needs to be validated and justified. The steady state error needs to be 
compared with the natural variations in extruder output mass flow rate. If the error is significant 
enough to affect the extruder performance, a proportional-integral or proportional-derivative 
controller needs to be explored. 
 
6.2.2. Application to Other Materials 
 
Since the ultimate goal of the project is to design a desktop screw-based extruder for 
metal 3D printing, the entire modelling, design and experiment process needs to be repeated for 
metal-loaded polymer pellets. The viscosity, compressibility and other relevant material 
properties need to be obtained. 
 
The process will start with the heat transfer model. The same modelling process can be 
applied, while the thermal material properties used need to be replaced. The model will serve as 
a simulation tool to optimize the heater and cooling water input for optimal thermal processing 
conditions. The same sensor combinations can be used for model validation. 
 
For the steady state heat transfer model, a similar modelling approach can be used. 
However, the interaction between powder and binder need to be considered. Methods to 
incorporate the powder-binder mixture flow mechanics into the existing Navier Stokes equations 
need to be explored. Once the foundation of the model is complete, the correction factors and 
output mass flow rates calculations can be carried out following the same process. The same 
experiment validation methods can be applied to corroborate model results. 
 
The post flow model and the dynamic flow rate model will be developed based on steady 
state model results and experiment measurements. The same modelling, experiment and 
controller design process described in sections 5.3 and 5.4 can be applied. 
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6.2.3. Extruder Design Optimization 
 
Once the models and the controllers are complete and corroborated, design optimization 
on current extruder hardware needs to be performed using the model as a simulation tool. The 
dimensions of the heating and cooling section need to be optimized to save space and improve 
ease of use without compromising the functionality. The screw design needs to be justified for 
optimal output efficiency and quality. The heaters, the cooling water pump and the stepper motor 
needs to be sized properly for 3D printing of different materials. In the end, methods to integrate 
the proposed extruder controller into commercial 3D printer control hardware (G-code) need to 
be explored. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Appendix.A Matlab Code for Heat Transfer model 
 
clear ​all 
close ​all 
clc 
  
%% Heat Transfer 
%% Assumption 
% 1) hot end stays at 210C 
% 2) water jacket is flowing. Assumed flow rate (0.1167kg/s max). Assumed inlet always at 
% ambient temperature, outlet and water body temperature are the same. 
% 3) cylindrical conduction heat transfer 
% 4) varying convective heat transfer coefficient of water 
% 5) friction work equals to provided power minus required power. the 
% higher the temperature, the more required power, the less friction work. 
  
%% Channel Geometry & Mechanical Constants 
D = 0.015875; ​% barrel inside diameter in m 
e = 0.00226; ​% flight width in m  
H = 0.0053975; ​% channel depth in m 
W = 0.00903; ​% screw channel width 
p = 0.0127; ​% screw pitch in m 
N = 2; ​% number of screw channels 
l = N*p; ​% screw lead in m (number of channels multiplies screw pitch) 
c = 0; ​% radial flight clearance in m 
theta = 27.1; ​% helix angle of screw in degrees 
L = 0.08835; ​% screw length in m 
R = 0.001; ​% die radius in m 
Ld = 0.006214; ​% die length 
A = pi*((D-2*c)^2-(D-2*H-2*c)^2)*W/(4*N*(W+e)); ​% cross section area of flow channel 
s = pi*W*L*(D-2*H-2*c)/(W+e)+(H*N*L/l)*(sqrt(l^2+(pi^2)*(D-2*H-2*c)^2)+sqrt(l^2+(pi^2)*(D-2*c)^2)); ​% 
contact area in m^2 (Assume contact area between polymer & barrel and polymer & screw channel are the 
same) 
n = 0.25; ​% pla viscosity model constant 
tau = 1.00861*10^5; ​% pla viscosity model constant 
D1 = 3.31719*10^9; ​% pla viscosity model constant 
D2 = 373.15; ​% pla viscosity model constant 
D3 = 0; ​% pla viscosity model constant 
A1 = 20.194; ​% pla viscosity model constant 
A2 = 51.6; ​% pla viscosity model constant 
Omega = 10; ​% rotation speed in revs/min 
Vb = (pi*D/60)*Omega; ​% relative velocity of barrel to screw in m/s 
MT = 1.2; ​% provided torque power in N*m 
rho = 1234.1; ​% mean density of polymer in kg/m^3 
frw = zeros(5,1); ​% friction work in W 
  
%% Thermal Constants 
k_al = 236; ​% thermal conductivity of aluminum in W/(m*K) 
k_b = 401 ; ​% thermal conductivity of bronze in W/(m*K) 
k_p = 0.195; ​% thermal conductivity of pla in W/(m*K) 
k_alb = (2*k_al*k_b)/(k_al+k_b); ​% thermal conductivity at aluminum-bronze interface in W/(m*K) 
k_alp = (2*k_al*k_p)/(k_al+k_p); ​% thermal conductivity at aluminum-pla interface in W/(m*K) 
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k_bp = (2*k_b*k_p)/(k_b+k_p); ​% thermal conductivity at bronze-pla interface in W/(m*K) 
kh = [k_alb k_bp k_alp]; 
kv = [k_al k_b k_p k_al]; 
k_w = 0.606; ​% thermal conductivity of water in W/(m*K) 
h_a = 200; ​% convective heat transfer coefficient of air in W/(m^2*K) 
rho_al = 2700; ​% density of aluminum in kg/m^3 
rho_p = rho; ​% density of pla in kg/m^3 
rho_w = 997; ​% density of water in kg/m^3 
rho_a = 1.225; ​% density of air in kg/m^3 
rho_b = 8553; ​% density of bronze in kg/m^3 
cp_al = 910; ​% specific heat of aluminum in J/(kg*K) 
cp_b = 390; ​% specific heat of bronze in J/(kg*K) 
cp_p = 1800; ​% specific heat of pla in J/(kg*K) 
cp_w = 4186; ​% specific heat of water in J/(kg*K) 
cp_a = 1003; ​% specific heat of air in J/(kg*K) 
Tinf = 300; ​% ambient temperature in K 
re = [0 0 0 0.0318/2 D/2 0.005/2; 
    0.04/2 0.037/2 0.036/2 0.019/2 D/2 (D-H)/2; 
    0 0 0.06096/2 0.019/2 D/2 (D-H)/2; 
    0 0 0.06096/2 0.019/2 D/2 (D-H)/2; 
    0 0 0.02305/2 0.019/2 D/2 (D-H)/2; 
    0 0 0 0.04305/2 0.019/2 (D-H)/2]; ​% radius of extruder gemoetry 
Dh = 2*(re(2,2)-re(2,3)); ​% characteristic length of water jacket in m 
mdotw = 0.1167; ​% water flow rate in kg/s (max: 0.1168, min: 0.009) 
Vdotw = mdotw/rho_w; ​% water flow rate in m^3/s 
u_w = Vdotw/(pi*(re(2,2)^2-re(2,3)^2)); ​% water velocity in cooling jacket in m/s 
le = [0.0381;0.048;0.0107;0.007373;0.01683;0.02]; ​% length of control volume in m 
for ​ i = 1:size(re,1)-1 
    ​for ​ j = 1:size(re,2) 
        ca_h(i,j) = 2*pi*re(i,j)*le(i); ​% horizontal contact area between control volumes in m^2, going 
left 
    ​end 
end 
ca_h(6,:) = [0 0 0 2*pi*re(6,4)*le(6) 0.0008077 0.0003989]; 
for ​ i = 1:size(re,1) 
    ​for ​ j = 1:size(re,2) 
        digits(4) 
        ​if ​ j == 6 
            ca_v(i,j) = vpa(pi*re(i,j)^2); ​% vertical contact area between control volumes in m^2, 
going up 
        ​elseif ​ j == 1 || i==1 && j==2 || i==1 && j==3 || i==2 && j==2 || i==4 && j==2 
            ca_v(i,j) = 0; 
        ​elseif ​ i==3 && j==2 
            ca_v(i,j) = pi*(re(i,j+1)^2-re(i-1,j-1)^2); 
        ​elseif ​ i==3 && j==3 
            ca_v(i,j) = pi*(re(i-1,j)^2-re(i,j+1)^2); 
        ​elseif ​ i==5 && j==2 
            ca_v(i,j) = pi*(re(i-1,j+1)^2-re(i,j+1)^2); 
        ​elseif ​ i==6 && j==2 
            ca_v(i,j) = pi*(re(i,j+2)^2-re(i-1,j+1)^2); 
        ​elseif ​ i==6 && j==3 
            ca_v(i,j) = pi*(re(i-1,j)^2-re(i,j+2)^2); 
        ​elseif ​ i==6 && j==4 
            ca_v(i,j) = pi*(re(i,j+1)^2-re(i-1,j+1)^2); 
        ​elseif ​ i==6 && j==5 
            ca_v(i,j) = pi*(re(i-1,j)^2-re(i,j+1)^2); 
        ​else 
            ca_v(i,j) = vpa(pi*(re(i,j)^2-re(i,j+1)^2)); 
        ​end 
    ​end 
end 
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for ​ i = 1:size(re,1) 
    ​for ​ j = 1:size(re,2) 
        ​if ​ re(i,j) == 0 
            ve(i,j) = 0; 
        ​elseif ​ i == 6 
            ve(i,:) = [0 0 0 pi*re(6,4)^2*le(6)-0.000002294-0.0000006451 0.000002294 0.0000006451]; 
        ​elseif ​ j == 6 
            ve(i,j) = pi*re(i,j)^2*le(i); 
        ​else 
            ve(i,j) = pi*((re(i,j)^2-re(i,j+1)^2))*le(i); ​% volume of control volume in m^3 
        ​end 
    ​end 
end 
for ​ i = 1:size(ve,1) 
    ​for ​ j = 1:size(ve,2) 
        ​if ​ i == 1 
            m(i,1:3) = 0; 
            m(i,4) = rho_al*ve(i,4); ​% mass of control volume in kg 
            m(i,5) = rho_a*ve(i,5); 
            m(i,6) = rho_al*ve(i,6); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 6  
            m(i,1:3) = 0; 
            m(i,4) = rho_al*ve(i,4); 
            m(i,5) = rho_p*ve(i,5); 
            m(i,6) = rho_al*ve(i,6); 
        ​elseif ​ j == 3 || j == 6 
            m(i,j) = rho_al*ve(i,j); 
        ​elseif ​ j == 4 
            m(i,j) = rho_b*ve(i,j); 
        ​elseif ​ j == 5 
            m(i,j) = rho_p*ve(i,j); 
        ​elseif ​ j==1 && i==2 
            m(i,j) = rho_al*ve(i,j); 
        ​elseif ​ j==2 && i==2 
            m(i,j) = rho_w*ve(i,j); 
        ​else 
            m(i,j) = 0; 
        ​end 
    ​end 
end 
re = flip(re); 
le = flip(le); 
ca_h = flip(ca_h); 
ca_v = flip(ca_v); 
ve = flip(ve); 
m = flip(m); 
  
%% Transient Heat Transfer Analysis 
time = 10; ​% in sec 
delt = 0.0302; ​% time step max delt 0.0302s 
steps = fix(time/delt); ​% number of time steps 
T = Tinf*ones(6,6,steps); ​% creates a 6x6 matrix of control volume temperature at n time steps 
h_w = ones(steps,1); ​% creates a matrix of water jacket flow convective heat transfer coefficient at n 
time steps 
T(1,4,:) = 210+273; ​% hot end temperature remains at 220C 
for ​ i = 1:size(m,1) 
    ​if ​ i == 1 
        Rh(i,1:4) = 0; 
        Rh(i,5) = log((((re(i,4)-re(i,5))/2)+re(i,5))/(((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2)+re(i,6)))​... 
            /(2*pi*k_alp*le(i)); 
%         Rh(i,6) = (re(i,5)-re(i,6))... 
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%             /(2*pi*((re(i,5))*(re(i,6)/2))*k_alp); 
        Rh(i,6) = (((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2+re(i,6))-re(i,6)/2) ​... 
            /(4*pi*(((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2+re(i,6)))*(re(i,6)/2)*k_alp); 
        Rv(i,1) = 0; 
        Rv(i,2) = 1/(h_a*ca_v(i,2)); 
        Rv(i,3) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(k_al*ca_v(i,3)); 
        Rv(i,4) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(k_bp*ca_v(i,4)); 
        Rv(i,5) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(k_p*ca_v(i,5)); 
        Rv(i,6) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(k_al*ca_v(i,6)); 
    ​elseif ​ i == 2 
        Rh(i,1:2) = 0; 
        Rh(i,3) = 1/(h_a*ca_h(i,3)); 
        Rv(i,1) = 0; 
        Rv(i,2) = 1/(h_a*ca_v(i,2)); 
        ​for ​ j = 4:5 
            Rh(i,j) = log((((re(i,j-1)-re(i,j))/2)+re(i,j))/(((re(i,j)-re(i,j+1))/2)+re(i,j+1))) ​... 
                /(2*pi*kh(j-3)*le(i)); 
        ​end 
        Rh(i,6) = log((((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2)+re(i,6))/(re(i,6)/2))​... 
            /(2*pi*kh(3)*le(i)); 
        ​for ​ j = 3:6 
            Rv(i,j) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(kv(j-2)*ca_v(i,j)); 
        ​end 
    ​elseif ​ i == 3 
        Rh(i,1:2) = 0; 
        Rh(i,3) = 1/(h_a*ca_h(i,3)); 
        Rv(i,1:2) = 0; 
        ​for ​ j = 4:5 
            Rh(i,j) = log((((re(i,j-1)-re(i,j))/2)+re(i,j))/(((re(i,j)-re(i,j+1))/2)+re(i,j+1))) ​... 
                /(2*pi*kh(j-3)*le(i)); 
        ​end 
        Rh(i,6) = log((((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2)+re(i,6))/(re(i,6)/2))​... 
            /(2*pi*kh(3)*le(i)); 
        ​for ​ j = 3:6 
            Rv(i,j) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(kv(j-2)*ca_v(i,j)); 
        ​end 
    ​elseif ​ i == 4 
        Rh(i,1:2) = 0; 
        Rh(i,3) = 1/(h_a*ca_h(i,3)); 
        Rv(i,1) = 0; 
        Rv(i,2) = 1/(h_a*ca_v(i,2)); 
        ​for ​ j = 4:5 
            Rh(i,j) = log((((re(i,j-1)-re(i,j))/2)+re(i,j))/(((re(i,j)-re(i,j+1))/2)+re(i,j+1))) ​... 
                /(2*pi*kh(j-3)*le(i)); 
        ​end 
        Rh(i,6) = log((((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2)+re(i,6))/(re(i,6)/2))​... 
            /(2*pi*kh(3)*le(i)); 
        ​for ​ j = 3:6 
            Rv(i,j) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(kv(j-2)*ca_v(i,j)); 
        ​end 
    ​elseif ​ i == 5 
        Rh(i,1) = 1/(h_a*ca_h(i,1)); 
        Rh(i,2) = 1/(h_w(1)*ca_h(i,2)); 
        Rh(i,3) = 1/(h_w(1)*ca_h(i,3));  
        ​for ​ j = 4:5 
            Rh(i,j) = log((((re(i,j-1)-re(i,j))/2)+re(i,j))/(((re(i,j)-re(i,j+1))/2)+re(i,j+1))) ​... 
                /(2*pi*kh(j-3)*le(i)); 
        ​end 
        Rh(i,6) = log((((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2)+re(i,6))/(re(i,6)/2))​... 
            /(2*pi*kh(3)*le(i)); 
        Rv(i,1:2) = 0; 
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        Rv(i,3) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(k_al*ca_v(i,3)); 
        Rv(i,4) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(k_alb*ca_v(i,4)); 
        Rv(i,5) = ((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)/(k_p*ca_v(i,5)); 
        Rv(i,6) = 1; 
    ​elseif ​ i == 6 
        Rh(i,1:3) = 0; 
        Rh(i,4) = 1/(h_a*ca_h(i,4)); 
        Rh(i,5) = log((((re(i,4)-re(i,5))/2)+re(i,5))/(((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2)+re(i,6)))​... 
            /(2*pi*k_alp*le(i)); 
        Rh(i,6) = log((((re(i,5)-re(i,6))/2)+re(i,6))/(re(i,6)/2))​... 
            /(2*pi*k_alp*le(i)); 
        Rv(i,1:3) = 0; 
        ​for ​ j = 4:6 
            Rv(i,j) = 1/(h_a*ca_v(i,j)); 
        ​end 
    ​end 
end 
  
for ​ kk=2:steps 
    Pr = (4.917599*10^(-11))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^6-(1.004188*10^(-7))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^5+​... 
        (8.535230*10^(-5))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^4-(3.865969*10^(-2))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^3+​... 
        (9.844460)*(T(5,2,kk-1))^2-1336.775*T(5,2,kk-1)+75663.33; ​% Prantl number of water 
    v = -(2.450822*10^(-16))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^5+(4.231793*10^(-13))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^4-​... 
        (2.926984*10^(-10))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^3+(1.014342*10^(-7))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^2-​... 
        (1.762831*10^(-5))*T(5,2,kk-1)+1.230922*10^(-3); ​% Kinematic viscosity of water (m^2/s) 
    Re = u_w*Dh/v; ​% Reynolds number of water flow in cooling jacket 
    ​if ​ Re >= 3000 ​% Turbulent flow 
        f = (0.79*log(Re)-1.64)^(-2); ​% Darcy friction factor for smooth pipe 
        Nu = (f/8)*(Re-1000)*Pr/(1+12.7*((f/8)^(0.5))*(Pr^(2/3)-1)); 
        h_w(kk) = abs(Nu*k_w/Dh); 
    ​else 
        Nu = 48/11; 
        h_w(kk) = abs(Nu*k_w/Dh); 
    ​end 
    Rh(5,2) = 1/(h_w(kk)*ca_h(5,2)); 
    Rh(5,3) = 1/(h_w(kk)*ca_h(5,3));  
    ​for ​ i=1:6 
        ​if ​ i == 1 
            T(i,1:3,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 2 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
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                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 3 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,2)+​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 4 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,2)+​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 5 
            T(i,1,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,1,kk-1))/Rh(i,1)+ ​... 
                (T(i,2,kk-1)-T(i,1,kk-1))/Rh(i,2)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,1)*cp_al)+T(i,1,kk-1); 
            T(i,2,kk) = ((T(i,1,kk-1)-T(i,2,kk-1))/Rh(i,2)+ ​... 
                (T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,2,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                mdotw*cp_w*T(i,2,kk-1)-​... 
                17.6*(T(i,2,kk-1)-Tinf))​... 
                /(mdotw*cp_w); 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((T(i,2,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
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                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
 
(k_alp*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*T(i+1,5,kk-1)+k_al*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*T(i+1,6,kk-1)-(k_alp+k_al)*ca_v(i,6)/2*T(i,6,kk-1
))/(((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 6 
            T(i,1:3,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_al)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                k_alp*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*(T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/(((le(5)+le(6))/2))+​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                k_al*(ca_v(i-1,6)/2)*(T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/((le(5)+le(6))/2)+​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​end 
    ​end 
end 
Ttime=T(:,:,steps); 
disp( ​'Temperatures after 10 sec'​); 
flip(Ttime)  
  
%% Find Steady State Temperatures before turning on motor 
dun = -1; 
epsilon=1e-5; 
count=steps; 
  
while ​ dun<0 
    count=count+1; 
    kk=kk+1; 
    T(1,4,kk) = 210+273; 
    Pr = (4.917599*10^(-11))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^6-(1.004188*10^(-7))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^5+​... 
        (8.535230*10^(-5))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^4-(3.865969*10^(-2))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^3+​... 
        (9.844460)*(T(5,2,kk-1))^2-1336.775*T(5,2,kk-1)+75663.33; ​% Prantl number of water 
    v = -(2.450822*10^(-16))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^5+(4.231793*10^(-13))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^4-​... 
        (2.926984*10^(-10))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^3+(1.014342*10^(-7))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^2-​... 
        (1.762831*10^(-5))*T(5,2,kk-1)+1.230922*10^(-3); ​% Kinematic viscosity of water (m^2/s) 
    Re = u_w*Dh/v; ​% Reynolds number of water flow in cooling jacket 
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    ​if ​ Re >= 3000 ​% Turbulent flow 
        f = (0.79*log(Re)-1.64)^(-2); ​% Darcy friction factor for smooth pipe 
        Nu = (f/8)*(Re-1000)*Pr/(1+12.7*((f/8)^(0.5))*(Pr^(2/3)-1)); 
        h_w(kk) = abs(Nu*k_w/Dh); 
    ​else 
        Nu = 48/11; 
        h_w(kk) = abs(Nu*k_w/Dh); 
    ​end 
    Rh(5,2) = 1/(h_w(kk)*ca_h(5,2)); 
    Rh(5,3) = 1/(h_w(kk)*ca_h(5,3));  
  
    ​for ​ i=1:6 
        ​if ​ i == 1 
            T(i,1:3,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 2 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 3 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,2)+​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
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                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 4 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,2)+​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 5 
            T(i,1,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,1,kk-1))/Rh(i,1)+ ​... 
                (T(i,2,kk-1)-T(i,1,kk-1))/Rh(i,2)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,1)*cp_al)+T(i,1,kk-1); 
            T(i,2,kk) = ((T(i,1,kk-1)-T(i,2,kk-1))/Rh(i,2)+ ​... 
                (T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,2,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                mdotw*cp_w*T(i,2,kk-1)-​... 
                17.6*(T(i,2,kk-1)-Tinf))​... 
                /(mdotw*cp_w); 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((T(i,2,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
           T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
 
(k_alp*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*T(i+1,5,kk-1)+k_al*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*T(i+1,6,kk-1)-(k_alp+k_al)*ca_v(i,6)/2*T(i,6,kk-1
))/(((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
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        ​elseif ​ i == 6 
            T(i,1:3,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_al)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
             T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                k_alp*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*(T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/(((le(5)+le(6))/2))+​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                k_al*(ca_v(i-1,6)/2)*(T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/((le(5)+le(6))/2)+​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​end 
    ​end 
  
diff=T(:,:,kk)-T(:,:,kk-1); 
  
if ​ (max(max(abs(diff))))<epsilon 
    dun=1; 
end 
  
if ​ count>= 1e6 
    dun=100; 
end 
  
  
end ​ ​% while loop (time step) 
  
END_TIME=count*delt; 
if ​ dun==1 
    disp([ ​'Calculation converged'​]) 
else 
    disp([ ​'Calculation did not converge after '​, ​... 
        num2str(count),​' time steps' ​]) 
end 
disp([ ​'Before turning on motor, steady state reached after ' ​,num2str(END_TIME),​' sec' ​]) 
disp([ ​'Steady state temperatures'​]) 
Tnm=T(:,:,count); 
flip(Tnm) 
  
%% Find Steady State Temperatures after turning on motor 
% Calculate friction work 
if ​ max(T(1:5,5,kk)) < 150+273 
    disp( ​'Temperature not high enough, keep heating'​) 
    dun = 1000; 
else 
    dun = -1; 
    epsilon=1e-5; 
end 
for ​ i = 1:5 
    ​if ​ T(i,5,kk) >= 150+273  
        ub = 6000; ​% dynamic viscosity of pla in Pa*s 
        P = 
2*pi*ub*(D^2)*(Omega/60)*H*sind(theta)*cosd(theta)/(((R^4)/(2*Ld))+(D*(H^3)*((sind(theta))^2))/(3*L)); 
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        Qdotp = 
0.5*pi^2*(D^2)*(Omega/60)*H*sind(theta)*cosd(theta)-pi*D*(H^3)*((sind(theta))^2)*P/(12*ub*L); ​% 
volumetric flow rate of pla in m^3/s 
        mdotp = Qdotp*rho; ​% mass flow rate of pla in kg/s 
        Vbz = pi*D*(Omega/60)*cosd(theta); ​% relative velocity of polymer to barrel in m/s 
        yb = Vbz/H; 
        Fby = (s*ub*cosd(theta))*yb; ​% shear force in hoop direction on polymer by barrel in N 
        Tr(i,1) = Fby*(D/2); ​% torque required to drive the screw in N*m 
    ​else 
        Tr(i,1) = 0; 
    ​end 
end 
Trmax = max(Tr); 
if ​ Trmax > 5.8 
    disp( ​'Provided torque is not enough'​) 
    dun = 10000; 
end 
frwt = (MT-Trmax)*Omega; ​% friction work in total in W 
for ​ i = 1:5 
    frw(i,1) = frwt*ve(i,5)/sum(ve(1:5,5)); ​% individual friction work in W 
end 
  
while ​ dun<0 
    count=count+1; 
    kk=kk+1; 
    T(1,4,kk) = 210+273; 
    Pr = (4.917599*10^(-11))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^6-(1.004188*10^(-7))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^5+​... 
        (8.535230*10^(-5))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^4-(3.865969*10^(-2))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^3+​... 
        (9.844460)*(T(5,2,kk-1))^2-1336.775*T(5,2,kk-1)+75663.33; ​% Prantl number of water 
    v = -(2.450822*10^(-16))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^5+(4.231793*10^(-13))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^4-​... 
        (2.926984*10^(-10))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^3+(1.014342*10^(-7))*(T(5,2,kk-1))^2-​... 
        (1.762831*10^(-5))*T(5,2,kk-1)+1.230922*10^(-3); ​% Kinematic viscosity of water (m^2/s) 
    Re = u_w*Dh/v; ​% Reynolds number of water flow in cooling jacket 
    ​if ​ Re >= 3000 ​% Turbulent flow 
        f = (0.79*log(Re)-1.64)^(-2); ​% Darcy friction factor for smooth pipe 
        Nu = (f/8)*(Re-1000)*Pr/(1+12.7*((f/8)^(0.5))*(Pr^(2/3)-1)); 
        h_w(kk) = abs(Nu*k_w/Dh); 
    ​else 
        Nu = 48/11; 
        h_w(kk) = abs(Nu*k_w/Dh); 
    ​end 
    Rh(5,2) = 1/(h_w(kk)*ca_h(5,2)); 
    Rh(5,3) = 1/(h_w(kk)*ca_h(5,3));  
  
    ​for ​ i=1:6 
        ​if ​ i == 1 
            T(i,1:3,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 2 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
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                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 3 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,2)+​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 4 
            T(i,1:2,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,2)+​... 
                (T(i+1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
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                (T(i+1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 5 
            T(i,1,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,1,kk-1))/Rh(i,1)+ ​... 
                (T(i,2,kk-1)-T(i,1,kk-1))/Rh(i,2)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,1)*cp_al)+T(i,1,kk-1); 
            T(i,2,kk) = ((T(i,1,kk-1)-T(i,2,kk-1))/Rh(i,2)+ ​... 
                (T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,2,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                mdotw*cp_w*T(i,2,kk-1)-​... 
                17.6*(T(i,2,kk-1)-Tinf))​... 
                /(mdotw*cp_w); 
            T(i,3,kk) = ((T(i,2,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,3,kk-1))/Rv(i,3)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,3)*cp_al)+T(i,3,kk-1); 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((T(i,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4)) ​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_b)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i+1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5)+ ​... 
                frw(i,1))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,6)+ ​... 
 
(k_alp*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*T(i+1,5,kk-1)+k_al*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*T(i+1,6,kk-1)-(k_alp+k_al)*ca_v(i,6)/2*T(i,6,kk-1
))/(((le(i)+le(i+1))/2)))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​elseif ​ i == 6 
            T(i,1:3,kk) = Tinf; ​% air remains at ambient temperature 
            T(i,4,kk) = ((Tinf-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,4)+ ​... 
                (T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,3,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,3)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,4,kk-1)-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,4)+ ​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,4,kk-1))/Rv(i,4))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,4)*cp_al)+T(i,4,kk-1); 
            T(i,5,kk) = ((T(i,4,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,5)+ ​... 
                (T(i,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                (T(i-1,5,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i-1,5)+ ​... 
                k_alp*(ca_v(i,6)/2)*(T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,5,kk-1))/(((le(5)+le(6))/2))+​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,5,kk-1))/Rv(i,5))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,5)*cp_p)+T(i,5,kk-1); 
            T(i,6,kk) = ((T(i,5,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rh(i,6)+ ​... 
                k_al*(ca_v(i-1,6)/2)*(T(i-1,6,kk-1)-T(i,6,kk-1))/((le(5)+le(6))/2)+​... 
                (Tinf-T(i,6,kk-1))/Rv(i,6))​... 
                *delt/(m(i,6)*cp_al)+T(i,6,kk-1); 
        ​end 
    ​end 
  
% flip(T(:,:,kk))  
diff=T(:,:,kk)-T(:,:,kk-1); 
  
if ​ (max(max(abs(diff))))<epsilon 
    dun=1; 
end 
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if ​ count>= 1e6 
    dun=100; 
end 
  
for ​ i = 1:5 
    ​if ​ T(i,5,kk) >= 150+273 
        ub = 6000; ​% dynamic viscosity of pla in Pa*s 
        Fby = (s*ub*cosd(theta))*yb; ​% shear force in hoop direction on polymer by barrel in N 
        Tr(i,1) = Fby*(D/2); ​% torque required to drive the screw in N*m 
    ​else 
        Tr(i,1) = 0; 
    ​end 
end 
Trmax = max(Tr); 
frwt = (MT-Trmax)*Omega; ​% friction work in total in W 
for ​ i = 1:5 
    frw(i,1) = frwt*ve(i,5)/sum(ve(1:5,5)); ​% individual friction work in W 
end 
% flip(frw) 
  
end ​ ​% while loop (time step) 
  
END_TIME=count*delt; 
if ​ dun==1 
    disp([ ​'Calculation converged'​]) 
else 
    disp([ ​'Calculation did not converge after '​, ​... 
        num2str(count),​' time steps' ​]) 
end 
disp([ ​'After turning on motor, steady state reached after ' ​,num2str(END_TIME),​' sec' ​]) 
disp([ ​'Steady state temperatures'​]) 
Tsteady=T(:,:,count); 
flip(Tsteady) 
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Appendix.B Matlab Code for Steady State Flow Rate model 
 
clear ​all 
close ​all 
clc 
  
%% Constants 
W = 0.00803; ​% screw channel width in m 
C_d = 0.0053975; ​% m, screw channel depth in m 
  
%% Calculate density 
b5 = 348.15; 
b6 = 9.547*10^(-8); 
b1m = 0.000826; 
b2m = 8.503*10^(-7); 
b3m = 1.628*10^(8); 
b4m = 0.00622; 
T = 273+212; 
P = 101325; 
  
%% Calculate min 
P1ss = 15*101325; ​% Pa 
ymesh = linspace(0,C_d,20000); 
solinit = bvpinit(ymesh,@guessin); 
options = bvpset( ​'Nmax'​,70000); 
sol = bvp5c(@bvpfcnin,@bcfcnin,solinit,options); 
vy = real(sol.y(1,:)); 
Qin = 0; 
for ​ i = 1:length(vy)-1 
    Qin = Qin+((vy(i)+vy(i+1))/2)*(C_d/19999)*W; 
end 
Tin = 273+212; 
Pin = P1ss; 
rhoin = 1/((b1m+b2m*(Tin-b5))*(1-0.0894*log(1+Pin/(b3m*exp(-b4m*(Tin-b5)))))); 
min = Qin*rhoin; 
figure(1) 
plot(sol.x,sol.y(1,:),​'-o' ​) 
title( ​'min' ​) 
  
% Calculate mout1 
P1ss = 13.15*101325; 
P2ss = 10.3*101325; 
Rd1 = 0.001; ​% m, die radius 1 
ymesh = linspace(-Rd1,0,20000); 
solinit = bvpinit(ymesh,@guess1); 
sol = bvp5c(@bvpfcn1,@bcfcn1,solinit); 
vr = real(sol.y(1,:)); 
rmesh = linspace(Rd1,0,20000); 
Q1 = 0; 
for ​ i = 1:length(vr)-1 
    Q1 = Q1+2*pi*((rmesh(i)+rmesh(i+1))/2)*((vr(i)+vr(i+1))/2)*(Rd1/19999); 
end 
T1 = 273+212; 
P1 = P1ss; 
rho1 = 1/((b1m+b2m*(T1-b5))*(1-0.0894*log(1+P1/(b3m*exp(-b4m*(T1-b5)))))); 
m1 = Q1*rho1; 
figure(2) 
plot(sol.x,sol.y(1,:),​'-o' ​) 
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title( ​'mout1' ​) 
  
%% Calculate mout2 
P2ss = 10.3*101325; 
Rd2 = 0.0005; ​% m, die radius 2 
ymesh = linspace(-Rd2,0,20000); 
solinit = bvpinit(ymesh,@guess2); 
sol = bvp5c(@bvpfcn2,@bcfcn2,solinit); 
vr = real(sol.y(1,:)); 
rmesh = linspace(Rd2,0,20000); 
Q2 = 0; 
for ​ i = 1:length(vr)-1 
    Q2 = Q2+2*pi*((rmesh(i)+rmesh(i+1))/2)*((vr(i)+vr(i+1))/2)*(Rd2/19999); 
end 
T2 = 273+212; 
P2 = P2ss; 
rho2 = 1/((b1m+b2m*(T2-b5))*(1-0.0894*log(1+P2/(b3m*exp(-b4m*(T2-b5)))))); 
m2 = Q2*rho2; 
figure(3) 
plot(sol.x,sol.y(1,:),​'-o' ​) 
title( ​'mout2' ​) 
mavg = (m1+m2+min)/3; 
 
function ​ dudy = bvpfcnin(y,u) 
N = 5; ​% rev/min, rotation speed 
n = 0.25; 
Tau = 1.00861*10^(5); ​%Pa 
D1 = 3.31719*10^(9); ​%Pa*s 
A1 = 20.194; 
A2 = 51.6; ​%K 
Ts = 373.15; ​%degreeC 
T = 212+273; ​%K 
theta = 0.48363; ​% rad, screw helix angle 
L = (0.06096/0.095139)*0.179324; ​% m, extruder length 
P1ss = 3.59*101325; 
G = (P1ss-0)/L*(0.00055921*N^2+0.0151*N+0.7206); 
vis0 = D1*exp(-A1*(T-Ts)/(A2+(T-Ts))); 
dudy = zeros(2,1); 
dudy = [u(2);(1+((vis0/Tau)^0.75)*(u(2))^0.75)*(G/vis0)]; 
end 
 
function ​ res = bcfcnin(ua,ub) 
D_s = 0.0079375*2; ​% m, Diameter of barrel 
N = 5; ​% rev/min, rotation speed 
theta = 0.48363; ​% rad, screw helix angle 
vh = pi*D_s*(N/60)*cos(theta); 
res = [ua(1)-vh;ub(1)]; 
end 
 
function ​ dudy = bvpfcn1(y,u) 
n = 0.25; 
Tau = 1.00861*10^(5); ​%Pa 
D1 = 3.31719*10^(9); ​%Pa*s 
A1 = 20.194; 
A2 = 51.6; ​%K 
Ts = 373.15; ​%degreeC 
T = 212+273; ​%degreeC 
theta = 0.47298; ​% rad, screw helix angle 
Rd1 = 0.001; ​% m, die radius 1 
Ld1 = 0.01121402; ​% m, die length 1 
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P1ss = 13.15*101325; 
P2ss = 10.3*101325; 
vis0 = D1*exp(-A1*(T-Ts)/(A2+(T-Ts))); 
dudy = zeros(2,1); 
dudy = [u(2);((P2ss-P1ss)/(Ld1*vis0))*(1+((vis0/Tau)^0.75)*((u(2))^0.75))-(1/Rd1)*u(2)]; 
end 
 
function ​ res = bcfcn1(ua,ub) 
res = [ua(1);ub(2)]; 
end 
 
function ​ dudy = bvpfcn2(y,u) 
n = 0.25; 
Tau = 1.00861*10^(5); ​%Pa 
D1 = 3.31719*10^(9); ​%Pa*s 
A1 = 20.194; 
A2 = 51.6; ​%K 
Ts = 373.15; ​%degreeC 
T = 212+273; ​%degreeC 
theta = 0.47298; ​% rad, screw helix angle 
Rd2 = 0.0005; ​% m, die radius 2 
Ld2 = 0.00399999; ​% m, die length 2 
P2ss = 10.3*101325; 
vis0 = D1*exp(-A1*(T-Ts)/(A2+(T-Ts))); 
dudy = zeros(2,1); 
dudy = [u(2);((0-P2ss)/(Ld2*vis0))*(1+((vis0/Tau)^0.75)*((u(2))^0.75))-(1/Rd2)*u(2)]; 
end 
 
function ​ res = bcfcn2(ua,ub) 
res = [ua(1);ub(2)]; 
end 
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Appendix.C Matlab Code for Constant Calculation in Dynamic 
Flow Rate model 
 
clear ​all 
close ​all 
clc 
  
m10 = 4.62263e-6; ​% kg/s 
m30 = 9.9244e-6; ​% kg/s 
m50 = 1.10377e-5; ​% kg/s 
ta = 20; ​% s 
  
%% Start from zero 
M0_10 = 0.091e-3; ​% kg 
M0_30 = 0.194e-3; ​% kg 
M0_50 = 0.215e-3; ​% kg 
a0 = 1.36e6; 
b0 = 30/m30; 
t = 0:0.1:20; 
for ​ i = 1:length(t) 
    m(i) = 30*((1-exp(-b0*t(i)/a0))/b0); 
end 
plot(t,m) 
M0_30_P = 0; 
for ​ i = 1:length(m)-1 
    M0_30_P = M0_30_P+((m(i)+m(i+1))/2)*0.1; 
end 
  
%% Increase 
M10_30 = 0.196e-3; ​% kg 
M10_50 = 0.217e-3; ​% kg 
M30_50 = 0.22e-3; ​% kg 
a0 = 2.55e6; 
b0 = 50/m50; 
t = 0:0.1:20; 
for ​ i = 1:length(t) 
    m(i) = m10*exp(-b0*t(i)/a0)+50*((1-exp(-b0*t(i)/a0))/b0); 
end 
plot(t,m) 
M10_50_P = 0; 
for ​ i = 1:length(m)-1 
    M10_50_P = M10_50_P+((m(i)+m(i+1))/2)*0.1; 
end 
  
%% Decrease 
M50_30 = 0.199e-3; ​% kg 
M50_10 = 0.097e-3; ​% kg 
M30_10 = 0.095e-3; ​% kg 
a0 = 1.19e6; 
b0 = 10/m10; 
t = 0:0.1:20; 
for ​ i = 1:length(t) 
    m(i) = m50*exp(-b0*t(i)/a0)+10*((1-exp(-b0*t(i)/a0))/b0); 
end 
plot(t,m) 
M50_10_P = 0; 
for ​ i = 1:length(m)-1 
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    M50_10_P = M50_10_P+((m(i)+m(i+1))/2)*0.1; 
end 
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Appendix.D Arduino Code for Motor Commands 
 
const int EnablePin = 13; // Enable pin, high for enable, low for disable 
const int DirPin = 12; // Direction pin, high for CW, low for CCW 
const int StpPin = 11; // Step pin 
const int HLFB = 10; // HLFB pin 
const int button = 2; 
int dir = 0;  
int runflag = 0; 
 
//Import Required libraries 
#include <ClearPathMotorSD.h> 
#include <ClearPathStepGen.h> 
#include <Servo.h> 
 
Servo myservo; 
 
// initialize a ClearPathMotorSD Motor 
ClearPathMotorSD X; 
 
//initialize the controller and pass the reference to the motor we are controlling 
ClearPathStepGen machine(&X); 
 
void setup() { 
  // put your setup code here, to run once: 
  //  Serial.begin(9600); 
  X.attach(DirPin,StpPin,EnablePin,HLFB); 
  
  // Set max Velocity.  Parameter can be between 2 and 100,000 steps/sec 
  X.setMaxVel(2133); 
  
  // Set max Acceleration.  Parameter can be between 4000 and 2,000,000 steps/sec/sec 
  X.setMaxAccel(2000000); 
  
  // Enable motor, reset the motor position to 0 
//  X.enable(); 
//  delay(100); 
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  // Set up the ISR to constantly update motor position.  All motor(s) must be attached, and 
enabled before this function is called. 
  machine.Start(); 
 
  pinMode(button,INPUT); 
 
  myservo.attach(9); 
  myservo.write(30); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
  if (digitalRead(button) == 1) { 
  
    X.enable(); 
    runflag = 1; 
    delay(100); 
 
    while (runflag == 1) { 
      X.setMaxVel(1066); // 50 rpm 1066, 3200, 5333 
      X.setMaxAccel(2000000); 
      X.move(64000); // 60s 64000, 192000, 320000 
      while(!X.commandDone()||!X.readHLFB()) //just use command done if not using motor 
feedback 
      {} 
      delay(1); 
 
      if (dir == 0) { // Turn the servo to cut off extrudate 
        myservo.write(150); 
        dir = 1; 
      } 
      else if (dir == 1) { 
        myservo.write(30); 
        dir = 0; 
      } 
 
      X.setMaxVel(5333); // 10 rpm 1066, 3200, 5333 
      X.setMaxAccel(2000000); 
      X.move(106666); // 20s 21333, 64000, 106666 
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      while(!X.commandDone()||!X.readHLFB()) //just use command done if not using motor 
feedback 
      {} 
      delay(1); 
      runflag = 0; 
    } 
 
    if (dir == 0) { 
      myservo.write(150); 
      dir = 1; 
    } 
    else if (dir == 1) { 
      myservo.write(30); 
      dir = 0; 
    } 
 
    delay(1000); 
    X.disable(); 
  } 
} 
 
 
